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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to study models of dissipative quantum systems by

means of Monte Carlo simulations. Dissipation and decoherence in quantum sys¬

tems have important practical implications, from stabilizing superconductivity in

granular materials, to the loss of information stored in qubits. The order parameter

which couples to a dissipative environment can often be described by a spin variable

of Z2 or U(l)-rotation symmetry (Ising or XY model). These spins might represent

the lowest-energy states in a double well potential, or the phase of the supercon¬

ducting order parameter on some grain or island. One can introduce dissipation in

such a system by coupling this variable to an infinite set of harmonic oscillators,

which represent the environment. This coupling to a continuum of modes provides
a mechanism to remove energy from the system and the spectral distribution of the

harmonic oscillators defines the type of dissipation. Upon integrating out the heat

bath degrees of freedom, one obtains an imaginary time effective action in which

dissipation appears in the form of long-range interactions in time.

The simplest of these models, which exhibits a quantum phase transition (that is,

a zero temperature phase transition driven by quantum fluctuations), is the dissipa¬

tive two-state (Ising) system. Its behavior can be understood from a mapping onto

the phase transition of the classical Ising chain with inverse square interactions. Both

the phase transition and the dynamics of this model have been extensively studied

over the last twenty years. We will ask what happens when infinitely many dissipative

two-state systems are spatially coupled. Our work will focus on the simplest possible

extension of a single two-state system, which is the one-dimensional Ising spin chain,

where each spin is coupled to an independent Ohmic heat bath. The results from

the numerical simulations show that spatial couplings and the dissipative dynamics

combine to form a new quantum criticality, different from the (0 + l)-dimensional
dissipative phase transition of the single two-state system and the non-dissipative

model. The nature of this phase transition does not depend on the value of the

dissipation strength, and even for very strong dissipation, we find a second order

phase transition.

The second class of models we shall investigate involves XY-spins with dissipation

coupling the site variables. For a chain of such dissipative XY-spins, a picture similar

to the Ising case emerges. We find a second order phase transition and critical

exponents which agree well with analytical predictions from a dissipative </>4-field

theory. The XY-chain with site dissipation was also studied as a model for nano-

wires. It was conjectured that the conductance of the wire is universal near the

superconductor-to-metal transition, although the universality class depends on the

type of leads attached to the wire. Numerical simulations enabled us to confirm the

universality of the conductance and to determine its value.

A single XY-spin coupled to a dissipative environment describes the physics

of the so-called single-electron box. The integer variable conjugate to the compact

phase represented by the spin corresponds to the number of excess charges on the

box (a low-capacitance metallic island, which is connected to an outside lead by
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a tunnel junction). Such devices have been the subject of numerous experimental
and theoretical investigations, because they exhibit Coulomb blockade phenomena

due to the large charging energy of the island. Quantum fluctuations renormalize

the value of this charging energy and there has been a controversy in the literature

about the correct analytical expression in the limit of large tunneling conductance.

We shall address this issue with an extensive Monte Carlo investigation (employing
a newly developed algorithm) and find that none of the analytical predictions agree

with the simulation results. In particular, we will show that the correct zero tempe¬

rature behavior cannot be obtained from the partition function of a non-interacting

instanton gas.

Two superconducting islands separated by a thin insulating layer or a constric¬

tion form a so-called Josephson junction. The resistively shunted junction model,

consisting of a Josephson junction with an Ohmic shunt resistor and a capacitive

coupling between the islands, is conventionally used to describe real junctions, for

example in SQUIDs (superconducting quantum interference devices). Dissipation

produced by the electrons flowing through the shunt is introduced in this model by

coupling the phase difference across the junction to a bath of harmonic oscillators.

The phase difference is treated as a non-compact variable, which distinguishes the

model from XY-spins. At zero temperature, resistively shunted Josephson junctions

undergo a superconductor-to-metal transition if the shunt resistance is increased

beyond a critical value. Similar transitions occur in Josephson junction arrays and

various analytical approaches have been used to work out the phase diagram or to

compute properties such as the temperature dependence of the resistance. Floating

phases in linear arrays and a complicated phase diagram for a two-junction system

have been predicted. Although some of these theoretical results are controversial,

there have been few attempts to test them numerically, since the lack of efficient al¬

gorithms has proven to be an obstacle. To overcome these difficulties, we developed

a cluster algorithm, which dramatically improves sampling efficiency compared to

local update schemes and allows to simulate junctions at much lower temperature.

We will use this new, powerful method to confirm conjectured properties of the

superconductor-to-metal transition in a single junction and to investigate the two-

junction system. Both models are found to exhibit the same critical properties and

the phase boundary even in the single-junction model turns out to be a line of fixed

points with continuously varying exponents. This unexpected result shows how ad¬

vanced numerical methods can reveal new physics, even in well-studied systems.



Zusammenfassung

Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Untersuchung dissipativer Quantensysteme mit Hilfe

von Monte-Carlo-Simulationen. Dissipation und Dekohärenz in quantenmechani¬

schen Systemen haben wesentliche Auswirkungen, wie etwa die Stabilisierung des

supraleitenden Zustandes in granulären Materialien oder der Verlust von in Quan¬
tenbits gespeicherter Information. Der Ordnungsparameter, welcher an die dissi¬

pative Umgebung koppelt, kann oft durch eine Spinvariable mit Z2- oder U(l)-
Rotationssymmetrie beschrieben werden (Ising- oder XY-Modell). Diese Spins

können zum Beispiel die Zustände niedrigster Energie in einem Doppelmuldenpoten¬
tial oder die Phase des supraleitenden Ordnungsparameters auf einer supraleitenden

Insel beschreiben. Dissipation wird in das System eingeführt, indem man diese Vari¬

able an unendlich viele harmonische Oszillatoren koppelt, welche die Umgebung

repräsentieren. Diese Kopplung an ein Kontinuum von Moden stellt einen Mecha¬

nismus dar, welcher Energie vom System abführen kann, und die spezifische Wahl

der Oszillatoren bestimmt die Art der Dissipation. Durch Ausintegration der Oszil¬

latorfreiheitsgrade erhält man eine effektive Wirkung, in welcher die Dissipation in

Form von langreichweitigen Wechselwirkungen in der imaginären Zeit auftaucht.

Das einfachste dieser Modelle, welches einen Quantenphasenübergang (durch
Quantenfluktuationen induzierter Phasenübergang bei Temperatur Null) zeigt, ist

das dissipative Zweiniveausystem. Man kann dieses System auf eine Kette klas¬

sischer Ising-Spins mit invers-quadratischer Wechselwirkung abbilden. Sowohl der

Phasenübergang, wie auch die Dynamik dieses Systems wurden im Verlaufe der

letzten zwanzig Jahre eingehend untersucht. Wir werden uns fragen, was passiert,

wenn man unendlich viele dissipative Zweiniveausysteme räumlich koppelt. Unsere

Arbeit beschränkt sich auf die einfachste Verallgemeinerung des einzelnen Zweizu-

standssystems, nämlich die eindimensionale Ising-Spinkette, bei welcher jeder Spin

an ein eigenes, Ohm'sches Wärmebad koppelt. Die Resultate der Simulationen

zeigen, dass die räumlichen Kopplungen und die dissipative Dynamik einen neuen

Phasenübergang erzeugen, der sich von demjenigen im (0+l)-dimensionalen Fall

und im dissipationsfreien System unterscheidet. Die kritischen Exponenten dieses

Phasenübergangs zweiter Ordnung hängen nicht von der Dissipationsstärke ab.

Die zweite Klasse von Modellen, welche wir untersuchen werden, beinhaltet

XY-Spins und ein Oszillatorbad, welches an die Site-Variablen koppelt. Für eine

Kette dissipativer XY-Spins finden wir ein ähnliches Resultat, wie im Ising-Fall:

ein von der Dissipationsstärke unabhängiger Phasenübergang zweiter Ordnung und

kritische Exponenten, welche mit den Vorhersagen einer dissipativen 04-Theorie gut

übereinstimmen. Solche XY-Ketten wurden auch als Modelle für Nano-drähte un¬

tersucht. Es wurde vermutet, dass die Leitfähigkeit dieser Drähte am Supraleiter-

Metall-Übergang universell ist, wobei die Universalitätsklasse von der Art der

Kontakte abhängt. Die numerischen Simulationen haben die Universalität der

Leitfähigkeit bestätigt und es uns erlaubt, ihren Wert zu bestimmen.

Ein einzelner XY-Spin, welcher an eine Umgebung koppelt, beschreibt die Physik

der sogenannten Ein-Elektron-Box. Die ganzzahlige Variable, welche zu der durch
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den XY-Spin repräsentierten kompakten Phase konjugiert ist, entspricht der Anzahl

zusätzlicher Elektronen auf der Box (eine metallische Insel mit kleiner Kapazität,

welche über einen Tunnelkontakt mit einem Reservoir verbunden ist). Solche Ein¬

Elektron-Boxes wurden experimentell wie theoretisch ausgiebig studiert, da sie auf¬

grund der grossen Ladungsenergie der Insel sogenannte Coulomb-Blockade-Effekte

aufweisen. Quantenfluktuationen renormieren die Ladungsenergie und in der Litera¬

tur existiert eine Kontroverse über den korrekten analytischen Ausdruck bei sehr

grosser Leitfähigkeit des Tunnelkontaktes. Wir werden dieser Frage eine ausgiebige
Monte-Carlo-Studie widmen und dabei auch einen neuentwickelten Algorithmus ein¬

setzen. Keine der analytischen Vorraussagen stimmt mit unseren numerischen Re¬

sultaten überein und wir werden zeigen, dass das korrekte Verhalten bei Temperatur

Null nicht gefunden werden kann, wenn man zur Vereinfachung die Zustandssumme

eines Gases von nicht-wechselwirkenden Instantonen betrachtet.

Zwei supraleitende Inseln, welche durch eine dünne, isolierende Schicht getrennt

werden, bilden einen sogenannten Josephson-Kontakt. Das RSJ-Modell, bestehend

aus einem idealen Josephson-Kontakt, einem parallel geschalteten Widerstand und

einer Kapazität, wird üblicherweise verwendet, um reale Systeme, zum Beispiel in

SQUIDs (superconducting quantum interference devices), zu beschreiben. Der Ener¬

gieverlust durch Elektronen, welche durch den Widerstand fiiessen, wird in das

Modell eingeführt, indem man die Phasendifferenz über dem Josephson-Kontakt

an ein Oszillatorbad koppelt. Im Unterschied zu XY-Spins ist die Phase in diesem

Modell eine nicht-kompakte Grösse. Bei Temperatur Null durchläuft das RSJ-

Modell einen Supraleiter-Metall-Übergang, wenn der Widerstand einen kritischen

Wert übersteigt. Ähnliche Phasenübergänge existieren in Gittern aus Josephson-

Kontakten und es wurde mit verschiedenen analytischen Methoden versucht, die

Phasendiagramme und andere relevante Grössen, wie zum Beispiel die Tempera¬

turabhängigkeit des Widerstandes, zu berechnen. Exotische Phasen in RSJ-Ketten

und ein kompliziertes Phasendiagramm für ein System mit zwei Kontakten wur¬

den vorausgesagt. Hingegen gab es bislang nur wenige Versuche, diese Resultate

numerisch zu testen, weil keine effizienten Algorithmen existierten. Um dieses Defi¬

zit zu beheben, entwickelten wir einen leistungsfähigen Cluster-Algorithmus, der es

erlaubt, präzise Daten bei tiefen Temperaturen zu berechnen. Wir werden diesen

neuen Algorithmus einsetzten um vermutete Eigenschaften des Supraleiter-Metall-

Übergangs im RSJ-Modell zu verifizieren und das erwähnte System mit zwei Kon¬

takten zu untersuchen. Beide Modelle zeigen dasselbe kritische Verhalten, und

die Phasengrenzlinie selbst des einzelnen Josephson-Kontakts entpuppt sich als

Linie von Fixpunkten mit kontinuierlich variierenden Exponenten. Dieses uner¬

wartete Resultat illustriert, wie leistungsfähige numerische Methoden manchmal

neue Physik aufzudecken vermögen, selbst in Modellen, welche seit Jahrzehnten

untersucht werden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The laws of quantum mechanics, when applied to macroscopic systems, predict phe¬

nomena which are usually not observed, such as the superposition of a cat in the

macroscopically distinct states "dead" and "alive" - to mention the example of

Schrödinger's well-known cat paradox [1]. Yet, these laws successfully describe the

physics on the atomic scale (for example the formation of atomic bonds) and there is

no fundamental limitation to the validity of quantum mechanics. If we can describe

a system in terms of a macroscopic coordinate X and the corresponding velocity,

the quantized motion of this system should satisfy the Schrödinger equation

ih%(x,t) = -^^L + v(x,tMX,t). (i.i)

The variable X need not necessarily describe a geometrical coordinate, but it should

be macroscopic in the sense that different values of X correspond to macroscopically

distinguishable states of the system.

Over the last two decades, experimental techniques have matured to the point

where it becomes possible to indeed observe quantum behavior on a mesoscopic scale.

The object of intense study are so-called SQUIDs (superconducting quantum inter¬

ference devices), which consist of a superconducting ring interrupted by Josephson

junctions. In this system, the macroscopic degree of freedom is the flux $ trapped

in the ring (see Fig. 1.1). The potential energy of the device can be expressed in

terms of the gauge invariant phase difference </> = <p% — <p\
— ^ ft Ads = 27r$/$0 of

the superconducting gaps across the junction [2],

W4>, **t) = ~ cos(0) -f ^($ext - (V2e)0)2, (1.2)

where <&ext denotes the fixed externally applied flux, <&0 = h/2e the flux quantum, Ic

the critical current of the junction and L the self-inductance of the ring. The kinetic

energy is (C/2)(h/2e)24>2, with C the capacitance of the junction. For <&e*t = $o/2,
the two mesoscopic "Schrödinger cat" states correspond to the two degenerate low¬

est energy states near $ = 0 and <J>0, as illustrated in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2. Recently,

several experimental groups have reported the observation of superpositions of these

macroscopically distinct states, whose currents correspond to the motion of millions
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VL(<t»>*eXt)

Figure 1.1: Illustration of a flux-qubit consisting of a superconducting ring with a

Josephson junction. The (gauge invariant) phase difference of the superconducting

gaps is denoted by 4> and the flux through the ring by <1>. The two quantities are the

same up to a factor 27r/<I>o, with $0 = h/2e the flux quantum. If <&ext = $o/2 as in

the figure on the right, a symmetric "double-well" potential with minima near $ = 0

and $0 (0 = 0 and 2ir) is obtained. The two minima correspond to opposite values

of the induced flux, <&ind » ±$0/2, and hence to currents of opposite polarity. The

parabola Vl(<P, $ext) shows the contribution of the inductance term in Eq. (1.2).

of Cooper pairs. They observed coherent oscillations between the two flux states [3]
and level repulsion between the ground state and first excited state where the two

localized states with opposite polarity are degenerate [4], Both measurements sug¬

gest the existence of symmetric and anti-symmetric superpositions of macroscopic

quantum states and the formation of a coherence gap (bonding and anti-bonding

states in the language of quantum chemistry).
The surging interest in these systems is driven by the prospect of using their

macroscopically distinct quantum states to store and manipulate information. A

solid state implementation of a qubit (quantum bit) would be highly desired, be¬

cause such devices could more easily be scaled up to larger arrays. Coherence times

of solid state qubits have increased by four orders of magnitude within a time span

of five years [5, 6]. In 2002, the group of M. Devoret reported the measurement of

10000 coherent cycles in a charge-qubit (Cooper pair box) [7]. There are, however,

still major hurdles to overcome before a quantum computer based on these qubits

becomes reality. The 104 coherent oscillations have to be increased by another factor

of 10 to reach the threshold for error correction mechanisms [7], and recent theoreti¬

cal work suggests that the ultimate limit achievable with Josephson junction devices

is already felt in the most advanced experiments [8].

Mesoscopic systems, especially solid state devices, always experience a complex

interaction with their environment. The constant exchange of energy with the en¬

vironment leads to dissipation. The important role of dissipative couplings in the

quantum mechanical description of macroscopic (mesoscopic) devices was pointed
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Figure 1.2: In the experiment of J. E. Mooij's group [4], the level repulsion between

the ground state and first excited state of a superconducting loop with Josephson

junctions has been measured. If the externally applied flux <E>ext equals half a flux

quantum, the double-well potential is symmetric and the persistent current states

with opposite polarity are degenerate. This degeneracy is lifted by the overlap of the

wave-functions (indicated by dashed Unes), which leads to a so-called coherence gap

between the energies of the symmetric and anti-symmetric superposition states. Such

a superposition state is the mesoscopic analogue of Schrödinger's dead-and-alive cat.

out in the early 1980's by Caldeira and Leggett [9, 10]. In their seminal papers on

quantum tunneling in a dissipative system, they proposed to model the effect of

the dissipative environment by coupling the system to an infinite set of harmonic

oscillators and showed how this coupling profoundly affects the tunneling rate.

In many macroscopic systems, the mechanism of dissipation is not known in

detail and we have to use phenomenological friction coefficients for its description.

Qubits based on Josephson junctions are conventionally described by the resistively

shunted junction model [11]. In this model, the Josephson junction is shunted by a

phenomenological resistance R3 and the classical equation of motion for the phase

difference <p across the junction becomes

c*+^+| = °- (1'3)

with V(4>) as in Eq. (1.2). This is a damped equation of motion with a friction

coefficient r/ = Ra~1, and the dissipated power is Rs~l<f>2. Caldeira and Leggett

showed that the classical equation of motion (1.3) can be obtained by coupling the

system (without the shunt) linearly in the coordinates to a bath of suitably chosen

harmonic oscillators, which represents the environment.

An analogous procedure can be applied to introduce dissipation in the quantum

mechanical description of the device, which is most conveniently formulated using

path integrals. The harmonic oscillator degrees of freedom can be integrated out
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analytically and one ends up with an effective action

M-y *.^w+vWr))+ss-yoyo **(5) (sin(||T_T,|))2'

(1.4)
where /3 denotes the inverse temperature of the quantum system and r imaginary

time. It can be seen from the last term in Eq. (1.4) that dissipative couplings in¬

troduce a kind of memory effect in the form of long-range interactions in imaginary

time. Since fluctuations in the phase difference 0(r) increase the action of the path,

the effect of the energy dissipation mechanism is to reduce such quantum fluctua¬

tions. As a consequence, the coupling to a dissipative environment profoundly affects

the properties of a system, such as transport (stabilization of superconducting phase

coherence), tunneling rates, and the universality class of phase transitions between

different states. It is the purpose of this thesis to study these effects for a number

of models, using numerical methods. In a single SQUID, for example, there is a

transition from coherent oscillations between the two flux states $jnd = ±$o/2 to

incoherent hopping, as the coupling to the dissipative environment is increased. Be¬

yond some even larger critical value, the flux will remain trapped in one or the other

of the two states [12]. These phase transitions can be understood from a mapping of

the quantum mechanical two-state (Ising) system in a transverse magnetic field A

(equal to half the coherence gap) onto the 1-dimensional chain of classical spins with

inverse-square interaction [13].
Suppose we arrange a large number of SQUIDs in a "qubit register", as illus¬

trated in Fig. 1.3. Stray fields will then produce a coupling between the neighboring

flux states. This system can thus be represented by a chain of Ising spins in a trans¬

verse magnetic field with nearest neighbor interactions K. The dissipative couplings

and the spatial interactions will combine to lock the flux states of the entire register

in some region of parameter space. Since trapping the flux means loosing the infor¬

mation stored in the quantum memory, it is relevant to know where this transition

occurs. To address questions of this type, we will investigate dissipative quantum

spins and spin chains of Ising- and XY-symmetry, as well as resistively shunted

Josephson junctions. We will map out phase diagrams and compute critical expo¬

nents (to characterize the universality class of the phase transition) and ask whether

these exponents change as a function of dissipation strength and how they compare

to the non-dissipative model. Other quantities of interest, such as the temperature

dependence of the resistance in Josephson junctions or effective charging energies of

a single electron box (charge qubit) will also be investigated.

The appearance of long-range interactions makes the simulation of dissipative

quantum systems involved and computationally expensive. Since the variable 4>(r)
interacts with itself at any other time r' one would naively expect the calculation

time for a sweep, which updates all phase variables, to scale as 0(ß2) with inverse

temperature. For spin systems, efficient algorithms which produce global updates of

the spin configuration in a time of order 0(ß\ogß) per site have been developed

a decade ago [14, 15]. These ideas will allow us to obtain accurate results for very

large spin systems and low temperatures (large ß) [16,17, 18]. For resistively shunted
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K K K K

Figure 1.3: Chain of SQUIDs forming a "qubit register". The flux states $i„d =

+$o/2 and —$o/2 are represented in the lower half of the figure by an Ising spin

variable. Stray fields produce a spatial coupling K between these spins. Oscillations

between the two flux states are produced in the spin model by a transverse magnetic

field equal to half the coherence gap.

Josephson junctions, on the other hand, a similarly efficient algorithm had first to

be developed. The important difference to spin systems is that the action (1.4) is a

functional of a non-compact phase variable <j> and contains the Josephson coupling

energy which plays the role of an external potential. Our new, rejection-free cluster

algorithm and its successful application to a large number of problems [19, 20]
constitutes a main result of this thesis. Another achievement is the development of

a new simulation approach (based on transition probabilities) for strongly dissipative

quantum rotors [21], which will prove useful in our investigation of the single electron

box. The quantity of interest there is the effective charging energy of the box and

the new methods extends the range of accessible values by more than thirty orders

of magnitude.
This work is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the model of Caldeira

and Leggett for dissipative quantum systems, as well as the effective actions of the

systems (spin chains, Josephson junctions) which will be studied later on. Chapter 3

is devoted to the simulation methods, with a brief introduction of Monte Carlo

sampling, the discussion of cluster algorithms for spin systems, and the presentation

of the newly developed simulation approaches for Josephson junctions and the single

electron box. The simulation results for the dissipative spin chain are presented
in chapter 4, while the effective charging energy of the single electron box is the

subject of chapter 5. Finally, the data obtained with the new algorithm for Josephson

junctions will be discussed in chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Dissipative quantum systems

This chapter will introduce the theoretical framework for treating open quantum

systems. While the concept of coupling a quantum mechanical degree of freedom

to an environment goes back to the early days of quantum mechanics, it was the

work of Caldeira and Leggett [9, 10] which pointed out the important consequences

of dissipation at a time when experimental results on macroscopic quantum tun¬

neling became available. Due to the large impact of their papers in the solid-state

community we will refer to the idea of introducing energy dissipation by coupling a

quantum mechanical degree of freedom to a bath of suitably chosen harmonic oscil¬

lators as the "Caldeira-Leggett model". The degrees of freedom of the environment

can be integrated out analytically, which leads to an effective action with long-range

interactions in imaginary time. We will carry out the calculations in detail for a

so-called Ohmic heat bath (producing a friction term proportional to the velocity

of the environmentally coupled coordinate) in section 2.1, following Refs. [10, 22].
After this outline of the general formalism, we will present the effective actions

of those systems, which will be studied in the following chapters and for some of

which we developed new simulation approaches. These models are: spin chains with

dissipation coupling to the site variables and resistively shunted Josephson junctions.

We will also present relevant theoretical background for these models and mention

the open questions, that will be addressed by the numerical investigations.

2.1 Caldeira-Leggett model

2.1.1 Microscopic model for Ohmic dissipation

We shall first consider a classical system whose dissipative dynamics in terms of some

coordinate q is described in the absence of external forces by the phenomenological

equation of motion

Mq(t) + m(t) + [V'(q)](t) = 0, (2.1)

where rj denotes the friction coefficient. Because the frictional force is proportional
to q, one calls the dissipation "Ohmic". In Fourier space, Eq. (2.1) reads

-Mu2q(u) - iunq(u) + [V'(q)](u) = 0. (2.2)
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The equation of motion (2.2) can be obtained from a microscopic model by coupling

the system linearly in the coordinates to an appropriately chosen set of harmonic

oscillators, that is, from the Lagrangian

L = fq2 - V(q) + \ £ L«x2a - mau2a (xa - ^jf\ > (2-3)

where xa, ma, ua and ca denote the oscillator positions, masses, frequencies and

coupling strengths, respectively. The last term proportional to q2 must be added

to compensate the frequency shift induced by the coupling to the oscillators. If this

term were not present, the effective potential V^(q), defined as the minimum value of

the potential energy of the coupled system for a given q (attained for xa = ~mc"^a )i
would be

From the Lagrangian (2.3) one obtains the equations of motion

mt) + \y'(q)]{t)-J2*(x°®--^«®) = °' (2-5)
a

V Tnaua j

maxa(t) + maulxa(t) - caq(t) = 0. (2.6)

After Fourier transformation they become

-MLü2q(u) + [V'(q)}(u)-Y/Ca(xa(u;)--^q(u)) = 0, (2.7)

ma{^l ~ u>2)xa(u) - caq(u) = 0. (2.8)

Elimination of xa(u) from Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.8) yields

-Mu2q{u) + [V'(q)](u) - £
4 f q(u) = 0. (2.9)

We now introduce the spectral density

2 ^> mauja
a

which allows us to rewrite Eq. (2.9) as

-McAM + [H<?)1M - — r du/ J^ 2M") = o- (2-11)
it Jo u'{u}" ~ U)1)

To evaluate the integral of the function f(u') = J(u')/ui'(u'2~uj2), we move the poles

at ±u away from the real axis by adding a small imaginary component, u> —» u> + it,

and then calculate the contour integral along a half-circle C in the upper u/ half-

plane:

/
// >2 2^

= Ö f -7T12 5\
= 7r^esw/=w+iE/(o; ). (2.12)

J0 u'(u'z
-

ou2) 2 Jc u)'{u)''L
-

u2)
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In Eq. (2.12) it is assumed that J(-u) = J(u). Note that there is no pole at J = 0

if J(u) ~ ua with a > 0, and this condition will be satisfied (see Eq. (2.15) below).
Since Res^^^/fa/) = $£, one finds

/OO

Jo

um =Tim (2.13)
!o uj'{u'2 - CJ2) 2a;2

'

and the substitution of Eq. (2.13) into Eq. (2.11) yields

-Mu2q(u) - U{uj)q(u) + [V'(q)] (u) = 0. (2.14)

The spectral density J{u) defined in Eq. (2.10) is real, and therefore we can repro¬

duce the phenomenological equation (2.2) by setting

J(u) = T]u, (2.15)

for u > 0. In reality, the harmonic oscillators representing the environment will have

finite frequencies, so the linear relationship (2.15) must be cut off at some value uQ.

2.1.2 Effective action for the dissipative quantum system

The partition function of the quantum mechanical system can be obtained from

the classical Euclidean Lagrangian by the path integral formalism [10, 22]. The

Euclidean Lagrangian,

Le = M_.2
+ v{q) +

1

£ \±l + maul ^ _ _fSL_gy J , (2.16)

can be decomposed into a "system", "reservoir" and "interaction" part:

LEs = f<i2 + V(q), (2.17)

Ll = Y.^l + ulxl), (2.18)
a

Li =
W-c^+i-gl). (2.19)

2 mau2

The quantum mechanical partition function can then be calculated as (h = 1)

Z = Tr^e-W = dq Vq dx Vxe'3*^, (2.20)
J Jq{0)=q J Jx(0)=x

where x = {xa)a and the Euclidean action is defined by the imaginary time integral

SE = S§ + S% + Sf = f dr{LEs +L% + Lf). (2.21)
Jo
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The effective action SES is obtained by integrating out the harmonic oscillator degrees

of freedom
r rs(ß)=x

'ï(0).

Since LE contains only linear and quadratic terms in xa and xa, the integral over

xa can be performed by continuing the paths q(r) and xa(r) periodically outside

the interval [0, ß) and writing them as Fourier series

dx / V~xe~sB^. (2.22)

1

**(?) =

* E *«.»e^T. (2-23)
n=—oo

- oo

n=—oo

with xa<1% = x*a_n, qn = q*_n and un = 2jk. Using the above series in Eqs. (2.18),

(2.19) and (2.21), as well as the orthogonality relation ± f£ drei{Vn~Vm)T = <5„,m, we

obtain

SE[x] +Sf%^^^ U\xa,n\2 +
a n=—oo \

"I Xa.n o Qn
mau^

2^

. (2.25)

To evaluate this expression we decompose xa,n into a classical term Xa,n and a

fluctuation ya n,

xa,n = xW+ya,n. (2-26)

As the classical paths obey the (Euclidean) classical equations of motion

Mm-\yW(t) + Y,Ca(xa(t)-^q{t)) = 0, (2.27)
„

V Va /

maxa(t) - rnauj2axa{t) + caq(t) = 0, (2.28)

we find by inserting Eq. (2.23) into Eq. (2.28)

«5^ (2'29)

Since ia,„ is a stationary point of the action, the term linear in ya vanishes and

S^cl)+y\ + Sf[^+y,q] = S%[x<*] + SJiW + Sf[x<*\q]
= Sm + S^iq], (2.30)

where from Eqs. (2.25) and (2.29)

1 2 °° / 21 |2 4||2

septal = ^[^cl)] + sf[x{cl\q] = -ßÇ^-^E {(Ji+l2)2 + w+\)wa
_l\pi_f (\<in\2 \qn? \

(2m

R 2-j Om...
Z^ I ,j;2

„2

+
w2 / V ' '

ß
„

2m<* „=r^ W V*
+ W,
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describes the influence of the reservoir on the system. The integral over the fluctua¬

tions y yields the partition function Zr of the unperturbed reservoir, which can be

calculated explicitly, but merely adds an irrelevant constant to iSjj:

r

riHß)=i

/ **
-

fy~(ß)=y i

V*-«*=z, - n **. - ne«-**»* - nsafe-
a an a x* '

(2.32)
Hence, from Eqs. (2.22), (2.30) and (2.32) we find

e-Ol = zfle-<s*M+s£»pM>. (2.33)

In order to calculate S^mp[q], we substitute qn = f£dreiVnTq{r) and qn =

tfdr'e-^'qir1) into Eq. (2.31). This yields

sL*[q] = \ EÄ fdTq{T)2 - ff dTdT'K{T ~ ^W)' <2-34)
z *-^ mauia Jo j0 j0

where in the first term we used that

I £V-(—') = : 5(r „ T'} : (2.35)
n

is the periodically continued ^-function to remove the integral over t'. The function

K(t) in the second term explicitly reads

[T) 2^maßn^2+u2a 4^maua sinhKf)

To verify the last equality in Eq. (2.36), it is easiest to calculate the Fourier coef¬

ficients of the function j^—4t, al • (periodically continued outside the interval

[0, /?]), which turn out to be -A-s. From Eq. (2.36) follows that K(r + nß) = K(r)
and

Hence,

1 fß fß

2
[ßfßdTdT'K(r-T')(q(T)-q(r'))2 =

Jo Jo

lY,-^ [ßdTq(r)2- [ß[ßdTdr'K(T-T')q(r)q(r'), (2.38)
2 ^ roaw£ 70 ,/o Jo

and upon comparison of Eq. (2.38) with Eq. (2.34) we find

rß rß

Slmp[q] = \H drdr'K(j ~ r')(q(r) - q(r'))2, (2.39)
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which is non-local. The final expression for S^p is found by substituting Eq. (2.36)
for K and introducing the spectral density (2.10), which for the case of an Ohmic

heat bath was given in Eq. (2.15):

sua = i
rfärä, r^rH"\-Xm^-^

4tt J0 Jo J0 sinh(cjf )

, frr^r^^-';-^^)-^))'. (2.40)
47T Jo Jo Jo sinh(cjf)

The w-integral in Eq. (2.40) can be calculated analytically (see e.g. Ref. [23]) to

yield (|)2sin-2(||r — r'|), and we therefore obtain

StapM - SI Jo irdr {-ß) (sin(||T_T,|))2-
(2.41)

Coupling the system to a dissipative environment introduces a "memory effect"

through long-range interactions in imaginary time.

After a redefinition of the effective action (2.33), which removes the constant

factor Zr, we can summarize the results of this section as follows:

dq / Vqe-S«®t (2.42)

Z" = IIo
•

Jifl
v

(2-43)
X-L

2smh(±ßuja)

(2.44)

Fourier space

In analytical calculations, but also for certain algorithms discussed in chapter 3, it

is useful to express the damping term (2.41) in Fourier space. In the limit ß —> oo

and for asymmetric Fourier transforms (A.9) one obtains (as shown in appendix A)

5damp = ^|00^|a;||9H|2, (2.45)

which is local in the frequency o>, in contrast to the imaginary-time integral (2.41).
The "kinetic energy" term proportional to (dTq)2 becomes

5kin = £y <kou2\q{u)\2. (2.46)

Hence, if we only care about the system's behavior on large time-scales (small uj),

we can neglect 3^ in Eq. (2.44) and universal quantities such as critical exponents

should not depend on the value of M.
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2.2 Dissipative quantum spin chains

2.2.1 0(n) spins with site dissipation

The effective action for a single 0(n) spin with on-site dissipation is obtained from

Eq. (2.44) by choosing an n-component vector g as the coordinate which couples to

the environment and a double-well potential

V(q) = \q2 + ~/ (2.47)

with minima at |ç| = 1. Coupling the spins spatially through nearest neighbor bonds

of the form —Kty • $+i then yields the action for the spin chain

Nx rß
dr
M

2 _
S

2
U

— [ßrqi) - Kqj qj+l
+

-qâ
+

—

^y(^)
"

K?i

'

<S+i

+

2qi

+

2Äqi

4*f^JJ° W (sin(f|r-T'|))2
'

The special cases n = 1 (Ising spin chain) and n = 2 (XY-spin chain) will be

discussed in chapter 4.

The corresponding continuum field theory (with UV-cutoff) is obtained by intro¬

ducing a variable x for the spatial dimension and replacing the spatial coupling by

a gradient term

S = ££^r^(^x,T^^
+V tdx [ß[ßdTdT>n2^T)-q^T'))2 (249)

+
4tt I dXL Jo W (sin(f |r - r>\))2

' ^49)

2.2.2 Discretized action for hard spins

To simplify the calculations, we will discretize the action (2.48) in imaginary time,

noting that the cutoff of the linear spectral density J{u) at uc would anyhow lead to

modifications in Sdamp at small t — t'
.
We use a Trotter number NT, corresponding

to a discretization step Ar = ß/NT. Furthermore we employ a "hard spin" approxi¬

mation and choose the potential (2.47) such that the spin states at any time can be

described as 0(n) vectors B of norm \o\ — 1. The ^-contributions to the damping

term and the potential (s/2)a2 + (u/24)a4 then merely add a constant to the action

and may be ignored. Introducing the the coefficients T = M/Ar and a = tj/tt, the

discretize action becomes

Nx NT Nx
2

-, -,

5 = -EEI*• <w+r*M• ^.m]aEE(wT) (sind-V-fc'D)2-
.7=1 Jfc=l j=l k<k>

T v VM "''

(2.50)
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2.2.3 Mapping to a classical system

A d-dimensional dissipative quantum spin system can be mapped to an anisotropic

(d+ 1)-dimensional classical spin model. This is done by discretizing the imaginary

time as in Eq. (2.50) and interpreting the sum over the paths aj<T as the sum over

spin configurations in a (d + l)-dimensional classical model

*-E e-sM =: Tre-"^1 = Zd. (2.51)
{"j,-r}

The Hamiltonian Hc\ (with temperature absorbed into the coupling constants) is

formally equivalent to the discretized effective action. The extension of the classical

system in its additional dimension is proportional to the inverse temperature ß of

the quantum system. Dissipative quantum spin chains (Eq. (2.50)) can therefore

be simulated as two-dimensional systems of classical 0(n)-spins with short-range

interactions in the "space"- and long-range interactions in the "imaginary time"

direction.

2.3 Resistively shunted Josephson junction

2.3.1 Effective action

In this section we consider a single Josephson junction with Josephson coupling

energy Ej and capacitance C, which is shunted by an Ohmic resistor Rs, as il¬

lustrated in Fig. 2.1. While Cooper pairs can tunnel through the junction, which

consists of a thin layer of insulating material or a constriction in the superconductor,

electrons can flow through the resistor and dissipate energy. Let (fit and <pr denote

the phases of the superconducting order parameter on the left and right island, re¬

spectively, and 4> = 4>i — 4>r the phase difference across the junction. This phase

difference is related to the voltage drop V across the junction and the super-current

Is by the Josephson relations (h/2e is the flux quantum) [24]

V = ffa (2.52)
2e

I, = Icsin0, (2.53)

where Ic denotes the critical current, which is related to the coupling energy by

Ej = £ (2.54)

The dynamics of such a device can be determined from a balance of currents, which

for zero external current reads

V
0 = ^displacement + -^shunt + -»supra

= CV + — + lc sin 0

hj> 1 h<fi 2eEj
. , ,_ ...

= C-^ + —^ + ^—sm(fi. (2.55)
2e Rs 2e n
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Re

**

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a resistively shunted Josephson junction. It consists of two

superconducting islands connected by a Josephson junction of coupling energy Ej

and capacitance C and a parallel resistor Rs through which electrons can flow.

If we identify 5f with a coordinate q and introduce the potential

U(q) = -EjCOs(<fi(q)) = -Ej cos((2e/h)q),

then Eq. (2.55) becomes

Cq + ~q + U'(q) = 0,
Kg

(2.56)

(2.57)

which is just equation (2.1) with the substitutions M —> C and n —> ^-. According

to the recipe of Caldeira and Leggett outlined in section 2.1, the dissipation in

the shunt resistor can be reproduced by coupling q (which is essentially the phase

difference) to an Ohmic heat bath, which is integrated out and leads to the effective

action (2.44). Expressing q, M and 77 again in terms of the original variables 4>, C and

Ra, one finds the action for the resistively shunted Josephson junction. Introducing

furthermore the effective charging energy of the junction Ec — §q (which sets the

energy scale) and the quantum of resistance Rq = ^, the action becomes (setting
h=l)

S[(fi] • jf* fe(S)'-*H
+

16EC
Br rß
lQ

8tt2 R,
JJ
Jo Jo

drdr'
M/ß)2{<fi{r)-4>{r')f

sin((7r//?)(r - r'))2
(2.58)

2.3.2 Superconductor-to-metal transition

Resistively shunted Josephson junctions (JJ) at zero temperature undergo a

superconductor-to-metal transition if the shunt resistance Rs is increased beyond the

critical value Rq. This dissipative phase transition was first predicted by Schmid [26]

(although based on wrong arguments) and subsequently studied by several authors

[27, 28, 29, 2]. A mathematically rigorous treatment can be found in Ref. [30]. Here

I will present a renormalization group (RG) calculation following Refs. [29, 31].
The charging term in Eq. (2.58) is irrelevant for the behavior on large time-scales
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(small u) and can be replaced by an upper frequency cutoff A. Introducing the

dimensionless parameter

a = ^, (2.59)
ns

passing to the limit ß —* oo and writing the damping term in Fourier space using

Eqs. (A.9) and (2.45), we obtain

Sl<t>] = A / M<»\\<K«>)\2 - E' [drcoS(4>(r)). (2.60)
W J\uj\<A J

The purpose of the following calculations is to integrate out a shell of high-frequency

components and to show that this will again lead to an action of the form of

Eq. (2.60), but with a modified Josephson coupling energy and a reduced high-

frequency cutoff A — dA. This allows to obtain a flow-equation for the relative coup¬

ling strength Ej(A)/A. If this ratio scales to zero, the phase (fi will be delocalized, if

it scales to infinity, <fi will be trapped in one of the minima of the cosine-potential.

RG calculation for small Ej

In order to integrate out the frequencies |A| < u> < |A — dA| one decomposes <fi into

a low- and high-frequency component,

<l>{u) = <t>1(u) + <h(u), (2-61)

with

0!(w) = (fi(Lj)x(\u\<A-dA), (2.62)

(p2(u) = <fi(u)x{A ~dA< \u\ < A). (2.63)

In the above definitions, x(7) denotes the characteristic function with support in /.

Integrating over (fi2 in the partition function then yields an effective action for <fii

Z= f VfaVfce-31*1^ = f V<i>ie-S[*ll (2.64)

Introducing the Gaussian averages over some function A(4>2)

(A)* = 4~ /itoexpf-^j/ cMwH&MpUto), (2-65)
6<h J L »7^ ,/A-dA<M<A J

ZH = /"p^expf-^j / dwMI&MI3l. (2.66)
J L Ö7T JA-dA<\w\<A J

one can express the effective action as

ö7r J\w\<A-d\

-\n/exp^Ej fdTC08(Mr) + h(r))y) . (2.67)
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The second term in Eq. (2.67) is an irrelevant cutoff-dependent constant which can

be ignored.
Assuming that Ej is small (compared to the cutoff A) one can expand the ex¬

ponential in Eq. (2.67) to first order in Ej. Noting furthermore that the average

(sin(02(T)))02 is zero because <fi2(r) and —<fi2{r) have equal weight, one obtains

S[fa
a

8Ö2
s
Au|<A-dA

/rfw|u;||0i(ü;)|2 - In 1 + Ej dr cos(0i(t))(cos(02(t)))02

(2.68)
For Gaussian averages, such as in Eq. (2.65), one finds using Wick's theorem

that (exp(z0)) = exp(—h((fi )) and hence also

(cos(02(r)))fc =
„-è<<Mr)2>«2
e 2 (2.69)

,e"iAr)2

Since the Fourier transform of <fi2(r) has support only in A — dA < \u\ < A one finds

fa(r) = ^J due^M") = ^ (02(A)eiAT + 02(-A)e-iA'). (2.70)

The exponentials in Eqs. (2.65) and (2.66) can be approximated in a similar way,

which yields with Eq. (2.70)

<02(r)2)^ = 2.y"^2(^)2(02(A)e^ + 02(-A)e

x exp [ - £-2A • rfA(|02(A)|2 + |02(-A)|2)]. (2.71)

Noting that 02(-A) = 02(A)*, we decompose (fi2(A)eiAT into its real part x and an

imaginary part y and obtain

(Mr)2)*, = ^JvxVy[d^)\2x)2exP[-£-2A.dA.2(x2 + y2)],(^2)

ZH = 2JvxVy(^yexV[-£2-A.dA-2(x2 + y2)], (2.73)

where the factor of 2 in the above expressions is the Jacobian of the variable trans¬

formation. The Gaussian integrals in Eqs. (2.72) and (2.73) can be evaluated using

Jdxe~ax2 = y/ïr/â and /dxx2e~ax2 = (l/2a)^TrJä :

2\
2 dA

(Hr)2)^
=

-T.
(2.74)

From Eqs. (2.74), (2.69) and (2.68) on finds

S[<f>i]*£> [ du\"\\Mu)\2-bi\l + Eje-M fdrcosiMr))]- (2.75)
°K A|<A-dA

L J J

We thus recover the original expression (2.60) for S with the replacements

A -» A-dA, (2.76)

Ej -* Eje~"^. (2.77)
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Ej/Ec <

1 \ 1 ' ' ' '

1 l \ 1 i i i 1 > 1

\ 1 '

r

» ' 1 t

1 , 1

se

t A A i k ; , / 1

1 a ==Rq/R;

Figure 2.2: Phase diagram for the resistively shunted Josephson junction. At a = 1,

the junction undergoes a transition from superconducing (SC) to insulating behav¬

ior. Because electrons continue to flow through the shunt resistor, the device then

becomes a metal (N). The two phases correspond to a delocalized and localized

phase variable (fi, respectively. The RG calculations are valid in the limit of small

and large Ej and yield the vertical flow lines indicated by solid arrows, but it is

generally believed that the location of the phase boundary is independent of Ej.

Flow equation

The ratio r of the Josephson coupling energy Ej and the frequency cutoff A (which
sets the energy scale) determines whether or not the phase <fi is localized. Using

Eqs. (2.76) and (2.77) one finds

HA) - % r(A - dA) =
Eje

1 dA

a A dA\

A-dA r(A)(l-(l-a-^),

which leads to the following differential equation for r(A):

dr(A)
d log r(A)

= (a"1 - l)r(A).

(2.78)

(2.79)

For a < 1, r(A) decreases to zero as A decreases (long wave-length limit) whereas

for a > 1, r(A) grows to infinity as A decreases. Hence, for a < 1 the potential has

no effect on the long-wavelength behavior which is diffusive (insulating junction). If

a > 1, the phase becomes localized in one of the potential minima and the junction

is superconducting.
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The above RG-analysis, which is valid for small Ej/A, therefore predicts that

the junction undergoes a superconductor-to-insulator transition at a — 1 (the whole

device undergoes a superconductor-to-metal transition, because electrons can flow

through the shunt). Using a duality transformation one finds the same result in

the limit of large Ej/A [31]. The calculations for the latter limit can be found in

appendix B. It is tempting to connect the vertical RG-flow lines (2.79) between the

two limiting cases, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. In chapter 6, we numerically determine

the location of the phase boundary for intermediate values of the Josephson coupling

energy and our results support the conjecture that the transition occurs at a = 1

for all values of Ej.

2.4 Single electron box

The so-called single electron box, which consists of a low-capacitance metallic island

connected to an outside lead by a tunnel junction, is described by the action of a

dissipative quantum rotor. Such a device exhibits Coulomb blockade phenomena due

to the large charging energy of the island. The presence of excess charges influences

single electron tunneling and this effect is used in single electron transistors [32, 33],
which can be viewed as a single electron box connected to two tunnel junctions for

the entrance and exit of electrons.

A circuit diagram of a single electron box is shown in Fig. 2.3. The box with excess

charge n is controlled by an external voltage source Vg, to which it is connected

through a capacitor Cq and a tunnel junction with resistance Rt and capacitance Ct.

An applied gate voltage Vg induces a continuous polarization charge uq = CgVg/b.
The bare charging energy

e2
Ec = __ (2.80)C

2(Ct + CG)
V '

sets the energy scale.

2.4.1 Effective action

The effective action of the single electron box can be derived from a microscopic

theory, as detailed in appendix C [34, 35, 36, 2]. The Hamilton which describes the

physics of the device shown in Fig. 2.3 can be written as the sum of four terms,

H = HC + HL + HR + HT, (2.81)

describing the capacitive energy (He), the non-interacting electrons on the left and

right of the tunnel contact (HLtR) and tunneling between the two sides (HT). For

Vg — 0, the capacitive energy is

Hc = Ec((nL~nR)/2)2, (2.82)

with

nUR) = J2 CL(R),kCL(R),k> (2-83)
k
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C,, R,

n
—

CG

0

Figure 2.3: Circuit diagram of the single electron box. The box with excess charge

n is indicated by the dashed rectangle. It is connected to a voltage source through
a capacitor Cq and a tunnel junction with resistance Rt and capacitance Ct.

and cL(R),k denoting the destruction operator for an electron with wave-vector k on

the left (right) side of the junction. The electron spin will be ignored for simplicity.

Hl,r describes non-interacting electrons with dispersion efc on the left and right
of the contact,

HL(r) = ^2eknL(R)ik, (2.84)
k

and tunneling is introduced by the term

HT = ^T TKk,êLkcRk, + h.c.

k,k>

(2.85)

The four fermion charging term He is decoupled by means of a Hubbard-

Stratonovich transformation

- j* dTEc[±(nL(T)-nR(T))}>
= f DV(T)e~f°dT[^V{TJ-V(r)3-<V(r)i(nL(T)-na(r))] (2.86)

which introduces an integral over the auxiliary field V. This transformation allows to

express the partition function as a path integral over e~s, with and action S which

is quadratic in the fermion fields. They can thus be integrated out analytically and

one ends up with an effective action S[V], which is a functional of the auxiliary field

alone. We then introduce the new variable 6 through

dT6(r) = V(r), (2.87)

in order to remove the iV(r) terms and expand to second order in the tunneling

matrix elements. This yields

« fvO(T)e-sW, (2.88)

s[$] ^ J dTllrè(r)2 + lrTrLGLTLRGRTRL + lTrRGRTRLGL, (2.89)
AEC
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where

TrRGRTRLGLTLR = [ drdr' £ \Tkk,\2GR(k, r - r')GL{k', r' - T)e^'>-^».
Jo

k,k'

(2.90)
A similar expression is obtained for TrlQlTlrGrTrl (GL(R) denotes the Green's

function of the non-interacting electrons on the left and right, respectively). Appro¬

ximating |Tfefc/|2 by an average over the Fermi-surface,

\Tkk\% « (|Tfcfcf ), (2.91)

and expressing the sums over the wave-vectors by means of a density of states p(e),
one finally obtains

sle] - ircJ0 M{T) -^mJodTdT (sm((«/ß)(T-rw
•

(2.92)

where the tunneling resistance Rt has been defined in terms of the volumes FI^r
and the densities of states Pl,r{0) at the Fermi energy as [37, 36, 2]

= 4nnLnR(\Tkk.\2)pL(0)pR(0). (2.93)
e2Rt

Hence, the first term in Eq. (2.92) accounts for the charging energy and the long-

ranged part for electron tunneling.
The partition function (2.88) of the single electron box with gate charge zero is a

path integral over a compact angular variable 9 (conjugate to the number of excess

charges on the island) and can be written as the sum over all paths with winding

number ui = ±n,
/•2tt °° p6o±2-Kn

Z= ddoY, V8e~sW. (2.94)
Jo

n=0
J*

2.4.2 Effective charging energy

The classical electrostatic energy for an integer number n of additional electrons on

the low capacitance metallic island is given by the set of parabolas

En(nG) = Ec(n~nG)2, (2.95)

as shown in Fig. 2.4. The bare charging energy Ec has been defined in Eq. (2.80)
and sets the energy scale. In the ground state, the number of excess charges on

the island is therefore a staircase function with unit jumps at Ug = 1/2 (mod 1).
This simple classical picture is valid at low temperatures, kßT <g. Ec, and high

tunneling resistance, Rt > Rk = h/e2 cs 25.8kfl Thermal fluctuations will round

off the corners of the step structure. But even at zero temperature, electron tunneling

processes can smear out the staircase, which for large tunneling approaches a straight
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the Coulomb staircase in the limit kBT <SC Ec and

Rt 3> Rr- The number of excess charges n on the island is a staircase function

with unit jumps at nG = 1/2 (mod 1).

line. These quantum fluctuations renormalize the ground state energy and lead to

an effective charging energy

(2.96)
na—O

Using the action (2.92), this quantity can be computed from the expectation value

of the winding number u squared [38],

pi* 9„2 o„2 i /•2tt °° f0o±2irn

In chapter 5 we will compute precise values of the effective charging energy

(2.96) for a large range of the tunneling conductance a. Our motivation is the

considerable number of different analytical predictions for this a-dependence. While

all of them agree on the leading exponential suppression of the charging energy with

increasing a,

f£ = f(a)e~, (2.98)
üiC

the predictions for the leading pre-exponential factor differ widely. Because it is also

difficult to compute such logarithmic corrections numerically, we had to develop a

new algorithm to study this problem, which will be presented in section 3.4.

F»-1 d

tjc~~2d^2
E0(nG)



Chapter 3

Algorithms

This chapter presents the algorithms used for the simulation of the dissipation

coupled quantum systems discussed in the previous chapter. A brief introduction to

the Monte Carlo method and the concept of importance sampling will be followed

by a section on cluster updates for spin systems and the efficient treatment of long-

range interactions. Cluster algorithms identify clusters of spins which can be updated

simultaneously in a rejection-free move. Near phase transitions, where domains of

aligned spins occur on all length scales, they dramatically reduce autocorrelation

times (the number of updates needed to produce an uncorrelated configuration)

compared to local update schemes.

In section 3, it will be shown how the idea of cluster updates can be adapted to ef¬

ficiently simulate resistively shunted Josephson junctions, or more generally systems

with Gaussian interactions (non-compact phase variables) and exterior potentials
with certain symmetries. The strategy is to introduce new, spin-like variables defined

relative to some fixed value of the phase, called the "axis". These new variables are

inverted during an update and can be used to construct a cluster of connected sites

in the usual way. If the axis is located at a maximum or minimum of the potential,

the potential energy remains unchanged and the cluster updates are rejection-free.
Since cluster algorithms produce configurations according to their weight in the

partition function, they cannot be used to compute effective charging energies of the

single electron box in the limit of large tunneling conductance. The reason is that

the number of configurations with non-zero winding number decreases exponentially

with increasing tunneling conductance and therefore an exponentially growing num¬

ber of configurations would be needed to sample the distribution of winding numbers,

from which the effective charging energy can be derived. Section 4 presents an al¬

ternative approach related to the transition matrix Monte Carlo method. Random

configurations are generated in each winding number sector and transition probabi¬

lities between neighboring sectors are computed. These transition probabilities are

a function of the winding number occupation, and using the detailed balance con¬

dition, it is possible to calculate the winding number distribution and thus even

extremely small values of the effective charging energy.

The development of these two new simulation methods constitutes an essential

result of this thesis.
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3.1 Monte Carlo method

3.1.1 Importance sampling

The material presented in this section follows closely Refs. [39] and [40]. We would

like to compute the expectation value of some observable O,

(0) = J2P(x)0(x), (3.1)
n

where P denotes a probability distribution defined on the configuration space ft.

Since it is usually not possible to sum over all configurations, the strategy is to

sample random configurations x\,..., xm, according to their importance P(x$) and

approximate Eq. (3.1) by

1
N

i=l

For statistically independent 0(xi) and large enough N it follows from the central

limit theorem that O follows a Gaussian distribution centered at (O) and standard

deviation

^ /Var(O) lœ-O2
,__.

As a consequence, the accuracy of a Monte Carlo simulation scales as 1/y/N with

computation time TV.

The challenge is now to generate a chain of configurations xi,...,xn such that

the Xi are sampled according to their weight P(xi). For this purpose we introduce a

Markov process which defines a probability distribution Pt+i at time (Monte Carlo

step) t + 1 from the distribution Pt at time t by means of a transition matrix T,

Pt+1(y) = ^2TylxPt(x). (3.4)
X

The elements Tv\x of T correspond to the transition probabilities from state x to

state y and therefore

Tylx>0, £rtfk = l. (3.5)

y

As a consequence Pt+1 is a probability distribution if Pt is one. An additional re¬

quirement for T is ergodicity: it must be possible to reach every configuration y

from any configuration x in a finite number of Markov steps. This assures that in

the limit of infinitely many steps, the whole configuration space is sampled. Finally,

T must be such that the probability distribution P is stationary,

P(y) = £V(*). <3'6)
X

This condition is satisfied, if

Ty\xP{x) = Tx]yP(y), (3.7)
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as is obvious by summing over x. The relation (3.7) is referred to as detailed balance.

Given the above, any probability distribution Po(x) = öx,Xi will converge to P(x)
as t —> oo [41]. Hence, an infinitely long Markov chain starting with x$ and defined

by the transition matrix T generates configurations according to their weight P{x).

3.1.2 Metropolis algorithm

We would now like to explicitly construct the transition matrix T. To this end we

decompose the transition probability to move from a configuration x to a configu¬

ration y, Tv\x, into an 'a priori' probability p|T°p to propose the move from x to y

and p^uj to accept the move. Assuming that p^p = 0 and pF7°p satisfies conditions

(3.5), the transition matrix defined as

T i
- / p]y\xPpv\x y^x

civ\

l l 2^y^xPy\x Py\x V ~X

satisfies Eq. (3.5) as well. The detailed balance condition (3.7) now reads

pzvp(x)=pi\:Vvp^ (3-9)

and can be satisfied in several ways. The Metropolis algorithm [42] is based on the

choice

»«-^(l.jg). (3-10)

Other choices, such as the heat bath algorithm

„propp/ \

Pvlx
i%?p(v)+i%?p{*y

{ )

are possible.

3.1.3 Error calculation and autocorrelation time

Having constructed a transition matrix T we can generate a Markov chain of confi¬

gurations Xi and compute expectation values of observables as in Eq. (3.2). Because

configurations obtained in this way are not independent, but correlated over a cer¬

tain number of Monte Carlo steps, one cannot use Eq. (3.3) to calculate the error.

In fact

N

i=l

= (w2 ê (0{Xi) - {0)î)+wÈ£ (M*i)o(x^)) - (or)
t=l i—l A=l

-(1 + 2t^), (3.12)
N
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where the integrated autocorrelation time Tq* is defined as

T°
VarO

• (3ll3)

In the last step of Eq. (3.12) we have extended the summation over A to infinity

assuming Tq1 <§C N. From Eqs. (3.3) and (3.12) it follows that the number of uncor¬

rected samples is N/(l + 2t1q'). Note that the autocorrelation time depends on the

observable O.

Reliable estimates for the error AO and the autocorrelation time can be obtained

from a binning analysis, where one averages the measurements over 2l consecutive

entries, / = 1, 2, This yields a new series of N/21 values 0{ which are less and

less correlated as / increases. Defining the "errors" AO using Eq. (3.3), which is

valid for independent measurements, we can estimate the true error as

AÖ~=limAÖ(0, (3.14)

since for 2l » r^1 the binned values become uncorrelated. Because VarO in

Eq. (3.13) corresponds to (AO ) ,
the autocorrelation time is

2

T° "2

AO
.

- 1

AO(0)
(3.15)

This type of error analysis is implemented in the ALPS library [43] and used in all

the simulations presented in the results section. To estimate the error of a function

of observables, such as (A)/(B), the Jackknife analysis [40] implemented in ALPS

is used.

3.2 Cluster algorithms for classical spins

3.2.1 Swendsen-Wang cluster algorithm for Ising spins

The Monte Carlo simulation of spin systems near criticality requires the use of

efficient algorithms, which we will first discuss for the Ising model with nearest

neighbor interactions (K > 0, (i,j) denotes a pair of nearest neighbor sites)

S =-K^wj. (3.16)
(hJ)

Since the correlation length diverges in the vicinity of a phase transition, large

domains of aligned spins appear. Thus, local update schemes become very inefficient

in changing the overall configuration, which leads to large autocorrelation times. In

order to overcome this problem, which means to induce transitions between probable

configurations which differ on large scales, it is necessary to flip entire clusters of

spins in each Monte Carlo update. The Swendsen-Wang algorithm [14] chooses these

clusters in such a way, that detailed balance is automatically satisfied (no cluster

move is rejected).
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spin rep. Cn Cn+i

/ \ Tcn+i\Gn / \

joint rep. (Cn,Gn) —> (Cn+i,Gn) --» (Cn+i,Gn+i)

bond rep. Gn

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the Markov process in the Swendsen-Wang cluster algo¬

rithm, which switches back and forth between spin configurations (Cn) and bond

configurations (Gn). The transition probabilities TCn+1\Gn and TGn+1\cn+1 can be

found from the joint representation in terms of spin and bond variables.

Spin and bond representation

The Swendsen-Wang algorithm is an example of a dual Monte Carlo algorithm [44],
which switches back and forth between two configuration spaces, as illustrated in

Fig. 3.1. One representation is in terms of Ising spin variables ctj {—1,1}, the

other one is the random cluster representation of Fortuin and Kasteleyn [45], which

is expressed in terms of bond variables bij {0,1}. The transition probabilities
between configurations in both spaces follow directly from the joint Edwards-Sokal

[46, 47] representation in terms of spin and bond variables.

The partition function of the Ising model (3.16) in these three representations

reads

spin representation

Z = J2 eK12{i'j) °m = X^ IIeKaiai ' (3-17)

M W <iJ)

• joint representation

^eeii^K°*-2K+^A« (i - e~2K)} - (3-is)

{&} M (ij)

• bond representation

Z = e-KN J>2* - l)n"2nc, (3.19)

where A^ot denotes the total number of bonds, nb the number of bond variables

with value 6^ = 1 and nc the number of clusters.

The joint representation in Eq. (3.18) is obtained from Eq. (3.17) by introducing

bond variables b^ e {0,1} using the identity

e-KeK^ = J2 [5biiioe- + 5^5^(1 - e-2*)]. (3.20)
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Summing over the spin variables in Eq. (3.18) then yields the Fortuin-Kasteleyn

random cluster representation, Eq. (3.19). For a fixed bond configuration

n^^-oe-^+^A^a-c-^^^^^-ir n <w (3-21)

{hi) {i,j),bij=l

and the sum over all spin configurations thus yields a factor 2nc.

The Swendsen-Wang algorithm follows directly from the joint representation [46].
Given a spin configuration {ctj}, the conditional probability for freezing a bond

(bij = 1) is found from Eq. (3.18) to be

1 - e~2K

Tbij=1Wi=aj =

e_2tf + (i _ e-2K\
=1~e

» (3-22)

Tb..=lki#(7j = 0. (3.23)

If the bond configuration {b^} is given, we find

T^i^i = 1, (3.24)

^^,^=0 = 1/2, (3.25)

which means that all spins of a given cluster point in the same direction, whereas

the spins on different clusters are uncorrelated after the update.

General formulation of the algorithm

In the more general case, where spins interact over arbitrary distances with different

strengths, the probability of a bond between the sites i and j becomes

Pboud(iJ) = max(0,1 - exp[-AS(2, j)]), (3.26)

where

A5(i, j) = Supdated^, j) ~ Soriginal^, j) (3-27)

denotes the cost in action of flipping a spin associated with the pair (i,j).
The Swendsen-Wang algorithm proceeds in the following three steps, which for

the case of the dissipative quantum Ising chain (2.50) are illustrated in Fig. 3.2:

1. Bonds are inserted between the sites of interacting spins with probability

(3.26),

2. Clusters of connected spins are identified,

3. The spins of each cluster are flipped with probability |, which leads to a new

spin configuration.

In order to identify the clusters of connected spins, a "Hoshen-Kopelman" clus¬

tering algorithm can be used [40], For each site, one stores a cluster-index, which is

originally set equal to the site number. The root-index of a site can be determined
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the Swendsen-Wang cluster algorithm. The figures show

clockwise from the top left: (i) original spin configuration, (ii) insertion of bonds,

(iii) clusters of connected spins, (iv) new spin configuration obtained by flipping the

spins of each cluster with probability ^.
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iteratively by moving to the site stored in the cluster-index until the cluster-index

is equal to the site number (which then defines the root-index).
If two sites are connected by a bond, their root-indices are computed and the

cluster-indices of the sites as well as the cluster indices of the root-sites are set to

the smaller root-index. Once all the bonds have been inserted, the cluster-index of

each site is set to its root-index. The sites with identical cluster-indices will belong

to the same cluster.

Alternatively, the clusters can be built one at a time by means of stack, as in

the Wolff algorithm discussed below.

Improved estimators

The information contained in the size and shape of the clusters can be used to

construct so-called "improved estimators", which allow to measure observables with

reduced variance. For example, the second and fourth moment of the magnetization

m can be computed from the Swendsen-Wang cluster size as

<"*> - ^(E^) = ^(£*). <3-28>
hi c

<-4> = ^(E*^>-£<(£<>-:£<Es4>. (3'29)
i,i,k,l c c

where AT denotes the number of sites and SG the size of the cluster C. The structure

factor S(q) (Fourier transform of the correlation function) can be measured as

<*«» = ME«*(,ww) = ^(£ I£e'ff\y <3'3°)
f,f C fgC

All these improved estimators take into account the fact that the new spin orien¬

tation is chosen randomly for each cluster and thus spins on different clusters are

uncorrelated after the cluster update. Note that the expressions for the improved

estimators are different in the case of the Wolff algorithm, which will now be intro¬

duced.

3.2.2 Wolff algorithms for 0(n) spins

Wolff [48] extended the ideas of Swendsen and Wang to 0(n) spin models. First of all

he noted that it is more efficient to build a single cluster from a randomly chosen site

and update all the spins in this cluster. This has the advantage that most updates

take place in the largest regions of aligned spins. By choosing a random direction e

on the n-sphere and projecting the spins onto this direction, one ends up with an

Ising like system. Updating a spin then means flipping this projected component, or

in other words mirroring the spin on the plane perpendicular to e,

3^3-2(3- e)e. (3.31)

The probability (3.26) for inserting a bond between two spins at sites i and j remains

valid. A Wolff cluster update therefore proceeds in the following three steps:
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1. Choose a random site and a direction e,

2. Find all spins connected to this site using the bond probability (3.26), where

àS(i,j) = S((Ti - 2(3i • e)e, 3j) - S(3{, 3j),

3. Mirror all the spins in the cluster on the plane perpendicular to e.

Wolff clusters are most easily constructed using a stack. Once the random direc¬

tion e has been fixed, a random site is chosen, marked and pushed onto an empty

stack. Then the following steps are repeated until the stack is empty:

1. A site is pulled from the stack,

2. Bonds to interacting sites are inserted with probability (3.26),

3. Connected sites which do not belong to the cluster are marked and pushed

onto the stack,

4. The original site is updated according to Eq. (3.31).

3.2.3 Efficient treatment of long-range interactions

In the presence of long-range forces, every site interacts with every other site and

an algorithm which iterates over all bonds would be of order 0(N2), where N is

the number of sites. This is prohibitively slow and thus we present here two more

sophisticated algorithms, proposed by Luijten and Blöte [15], which are of order

0(N\ogN) and O(N) respectively. These ideas are essential for the simulation of

dissipative quantum systems at low temperature, since we have seen in chapter 2

that dissipation introduces long-range interactions in the imaginary time direction.

Look-up table

We consider first a chain of classical Ising spins with long-range interactions,

s —Çj(i-iM- (3-32)
hi

The kernel g of interest in our applications is of the form (j ^ 0)

9(3) = «7-^ntxä. (3-33)
(sm(^))2

but this is of no importance for the following discussion. From Eq. (3.26) it follows

that the probability of a long-range bond between two parallel spins at sites 0 and

j is

Pbond(0;j) = l-e-2^. (3.34)
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Hence, the probability that no bond is formed between spin 0 and spins j+1,..., n— 1

(all assumed parallel) becomes

n-l

Pno bond(0; j + 1,..., n - 1) = Yl e
"aw

= exP
,-2fl(0

„

n-l

"2 £ 9®
i=i+l

(3.35)

If we define an array ("look-up table") A of length N with elements A[0] = 1,

n

A[n] = Y[e-29{i\ n = l,...,N~l, (3.36)
i=l

then Eq. (3.35) can be written as

-Pnobond(0;i + l,...,n-l) =
A[n - 1]

m
(3.37)

The spins connected to site 0 are then calculated as follows: a random number ri

is chosen in the interval [0,1) and the array A searched for the first index, say

ni, such that A[ni] < r\. For the calculation of the next bond, the values of A

must be divided by A[ni], or equivalently, the random number r2 multiplied by

A[ni\. The site number n2 of the second connected spin is the first index, such that

A[n2] < A[ni]r2. This process is continued until A[nk_i)rk < A[N-X\. The outlined

procedure assumes that all spins are aligned. Before actually inserting a proposed

bond, we have to check whether the two spins are parallel.
If the bisection method is used to search for the lowest index such that A[n] < r,

the calculation time is of order O(logAf) per site. An update of the whole lattice

with look-up table is therefore of order 0(Nlog N).

Analytical formula

The search of a look-up table can be avoided, if it is possible to evaluate Eq. (3.35)

analytically, as is the case for the kernel (3.33). To this end we approximate the sum

in the exponent by an integral

n-l

J-j+l

a I dr-
(£)2

5* ~

~J^ ">n^»2

= -4fcot(^(n-^))-cot(Ki+^)) (3.38)

Given the value of j (index of the previous bond), the value of n (index of the

next bond) is calculated from a uniformly distributed random number r G [0,1) by

inverting
n-l

exp -2 J2 Ki = 1 ~ r> (3-39)
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where it is understood that n will be truncated to the next smaller integer (because
the sum is only up to n — 1). Replacing the sum in Eq. (3.39) by Eq. (3.38) we get

Solving equation (3.40) for n yields

n = int
\ N ( 1 JVln(l-r)

H atan2 1, ——-. ^ +
v

2 TT V 'tan(£(j + i)) TT 2a
(3.41)

The function atan2 satisfies tan(atan2(x, y)) = x/y. It is defined on the interval

[—7T, it] and the signs of the two arguments are used to determine the quadrant.

Since the first argument in Eq. (3.41) is positive, the resulting angle (fi will satisfy

sin (fi > 0, and therefore lies in the interval (0,7r). For r = 0 the above formula thus

yields n = j + 1 and for r = 1_, we get from atan2(l,0_) = 7T_ (cos (fi < 0) the

result n = N, which is beyond nmax = N — 1,

If the analytical formula (3.41) is used to calculate bonds, the computation time

per site is of order 0(1). In fact, from Eqs. (3.35) and (3.38) it follows with j = 0

and n = N,

Pno bond
= exp J2a^ [cot (jt - ~) - cot (^)] } « e~2a, (3.42)

where in the last step we assumed N large. Hence, irrespective of the value of N,

the probability for the algorithm to terminate at a given step is at least e~2a and

thus the expected number of bonds is finite.

Since short-range interactions are not well approximated by Eq. (3.38), non-

universal quantities, such as acriticai will have different values in this analytical im¬

plementation. However, universal quantities, such as critical exponents, will be cal¬

culated correctly, as they only depend on the asymptotic behavior of the interaction,

which is accurately reproduced by Eq. (3.38).
Although the algorithm with analytical determination of bonded sites scales as

O(N) and the algorithm based on a look-up table only as O(NlogN), it turns out

that the latter is faster by a factor of 2 for the system sizes which we can treat.

The simulation results presented in chapters 4, 5 and 6 were therefore all computed

using a look-up table.

0(n)-spins

In the case of 0(n)-spins, where the bond strength depends on the spin components

projected on some random direction e,

^proj =ff.gt (3.43)

one proposes bonds as explained for the Ising case. To account for the fact that the

interaction is weaker than assumed in the look-up table, a random number r G [0,1)
is chosen and a proposed bond between sites i and j is only inserted if

r(l - e-29(i-i)) < i _ e-2^-;>rj<°J. (3.44)
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In other words, bonds between 0(n)-spins are inserted with probability -Pbondv^.?)
by proposing bonds with the higher probability P^di^J) ano^ accepting them with

probability Pb00ïï(i,i)/^nn|(i,i).

3.3 Cluster algorithm for resistively shunted

Josephson junctions

In section 2.3 we derived the effective action for a resistively shunted Josephson

junction, which in terms of the dimensionless parameter a = Rq/Rs reads

w - [*[à-c(t)-B^
+

« f r^WM-Mr. (3.45)
8tt270 Jo sm((7r//?)(T-r'))2

Because of the Josephson coupling energy and the non-compact nature of the phase

variable in this action, one cannot directly employ the cluster algorithms available

for spin systems, which were discussed in the previous section. In order to simulate

resistively shunted junctions efficiently, we developed a new algorithm, published in

Ref. [19], which involves two kinds of updates: (i) local updates in Fourier space

compatible with the Gaussian terms in Eq. (3.45) and (ii) rejection-free cluster

updates. The first type of move assures ergodicity of the algorithm and the second

type produces global cluster updates compatible with the energetic constraints from

the Josephson potential.

3.3.1 Local updates in Fourier space

For the Monte Carlo simulation, we discretize imaginary time into N (assumed odd)
time steps. The action (3.45) can then be expressed in the simple form

JV-l N-l

sit] = Yla*w2 - EjAtZ cos^-)> (3-46)
fc=0 j=0

where (fik = ^2j=a &l^ik<fij denotes the Fourier transform of 4>, The positive coeffi¬

cients ak are defined as ak = jj(go — 9k), with gk the Fourier transform of the kernel

(;#o)

Since (fil — 4>N-k, only {</>fc|/c = 0,..., (N — l)/2} need to be considered.

In a local update of the frequency components <fik and 4>N-k (note that ak =

ajv-jt), we choose a new value according to the probability distribution of the Gaus¬

sian term in Eq. (3.46),

p((fik) ~ e-2a*^\ (3.48)
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by fixing the phase at a random value in the interval [0,27r] and \(fik\2 using exponen¬

tially distributed random numbers with mean l/(2a,fc). This move is accepted with

probability

p((fioM - 0„ew) = min (1, e-{^[0~w]-^[*oid]}) ) (3.49)

where Sj[<f>] = —EjArJ^f^008^) and 0oid, 0new denote the backward Fourier

transform of the old and new A;-space configuration, respectively. Such local updates

can be performed in a time O(N) and have recently been used in the simulation of

2D Josephson junction arrays [49].

3.3.2 Cluster updates

For reasonably large values of Ej, local /c-space updates which introduce phase

changes on the order of 2ir will be strongly suppressed, because their sinusoidal

shape does not resemble an optimal phase slip path (see illustration in Fig. 3.3).

Algorithms based on local updates alone will therefore be ineffective near the phase

transition, where phase slips start to proliferate.
Paths with low action stay most of the time near one or the other of the minima

in the cosine-potential. A simple idea for a global update compatible with this overall

structure would be step-updates which shift the phases (fij by ±2tt in some random

interval \jmm, jmax]- Such an update does not change the value of Sj and would

therefore be accepted with probability

*#oid - ^new) = min (1, e-{^n-]-^0id]}) ; (3,50)

where Sg[4>] = Ylk=o °fc|0fc|2 denotes the Gaussian part of the action (3.46). Using

fast Fourier transformation [50], such an update can be performed in O(NlogN)

steps. While these step-updates improve the sampling efficiency considerably, it

would be better to have the algorithm choose itself the phase variables (fij, which

can be shifted to a different potential minimum.

The observation which leads to such a cluster algorithm is that a shift by mul¬

tiples of ±2ir is not the only operation which leaves Sj invariant. The same is true

for reflections on {mr}neZ, that is, the positions of the maxima and minima of the

cosine potential. We exploit the latter symmetry to design a rejection-free cluster

update consisting of the following four steps, which are illustrated in Fig. 3.4:

1. An axis (fi = n^'V with integral n33"3 in the range [—nmax,nmax\ is randomly

chosen (the significance of nmax is discussed below) and a random site jroot is

picked as the root site of the cluster. We introduce relative coordinates

0^is = (fij - n^Tr, (3.51)

which are updated in a cluster move as (fi^ — -(fif, in complete analogy to

the projected spin components (3.43) in the Wolff algorithm. Such updates do

not change the value of Sj.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of local updates in Fourier space. Phase configurations

{<fij\j = 0,..., N — 1} are plotted as small circles and the value of the Joseph-

son potential is sketched on the left. Dashed lines indicate the positions where the

potential is minimal. The figures show from top to bottom: (i) Original phase con¬

figuration. The phase variables remain most of the time near a minimum of the

cosine-potential, which results in a step-like structure, (ii) Randomly picked Fourier

component, for which a new amplitude will be chosen according to Eq. (3.48). (iii)

New phase configuration obtained if the new amplitude is close to zero. Since many

of the phase variables end up in the region of high potential energy, this move will

be rejected with high probability.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the cluster algorithm for non-compact phase variables.

The figures show from top to bottom: (i) Original phase configuration. Possible axis

positions are indicated with dashed lines, located at the maxima and minima of the

cosine potential. The randomly chosen axis and root site of the cluster are marked

with the black solid line and black dot respectively, (ii) Cluster of connected sites.

The sites which could potentially connect to the root site are indicated with tic

marks, (iii) New phase configuration obtained by flipping the cluster around the

axis.
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2. The cluster of sites connected to j'root is constructed in a way analogous to the

case of 0(n)-spins which was explained in section 3.2. Two sites at positions

i and j are connected with probability

p(i, j) = max (0,1 - e~W^-^-^r^r»), (3.52)

where

s[Cis, -tff] - s[<pf\ Cis] = W - i)Cis^ris- (3-53)

This expression is (up to a factor of two) identical to the spin case, because

the quadratic contributions cancel.

3. The phases of the sites j belonging to the cluster are updated according to

<fij - 2nwdB7r - (fij, (3.54)

or in relative coordinates (fi3* —> —(fi3*1*.

4. If necessary, the whole configuration is shifted by multiples of ±2ir in such a

way, that the mean value 4>= jj Y2j=q1 fa *s closest to the potential minimum

corresponding to n3*18 = 0. The last step is important to assure detailed ba¬

lance with a finite nmax. The parameter nm6x must be large enough that the

re-centered configuration is contained in the interval [—nmax7r,nmax7r]. This

value can be determined during the thermalization of the system.

There are alternatives to fixing the interval of symmetry points and re-

centering the new configurations, which obviously satisfy detailed balance.

One such possibility would be to choose the axis among the nmax symmetry

points above or below <f>jtooi. Another idea, proposed in Ref. [51], is to choose

the axis closest to the phase variable of a randomly chosen site. This has the

advantage that the axis cuts through the phase configuration with high proba¬

bility, which means that few freezing clusters (clusters which span the entire

system) are produced in the delocalized phase.

Using the ideas of Luijten and Blöte [15] discussed in section 3.2.3, the cluster

move can be performed in a time 0(N log N) despite long-range interactions, which

allows us to compute precise data for large systems (up to N « 104 if /XtEc = 0.25).
On small lattices the data produced by local update schemes are consistent with

those obtained using the cluster algorithm, but we find that the results from local

update simulations become unreliable for systems larger than N « 100 because of

diverging autocorrelation times. Fig. 3.5 plots the integrated autocorrelation time

r for ((<fi — (fi)2) as a function of system size N. Even though the CPU time for a

cluster update is 0(Nlog N) as compared to O(N) for a local update, the gain in

sampling efficiency is considerable.
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Figure 3.5: Integrated autocorrelation times r for (((fi — (fi)2) versus system size N.

The data were obtained at the critical point a = 1 using Ej/Ec = 1.

3.4 Winding number sampling

In section 2.4 it was shown that the effective charging energy of the single electron

box can be computed from the winding number distribution of the phase configu¬

rations. If we discretize imaginary time into N time steps At = ß/N, the action

(2.92) becomes

N

SM =
^ë^.-^-.e'*''"'*-»'

3=1 3<ï
sm2(£(j-j'))

(3.55)

where we have introduced the dimensionless tunneling conductance a = ^^fS
with Rk = -j? (a = lR for h = 1). Periodic boundary conditions </>jv+i = <fii are

employed. Since only 27r-periodic functions appear in Eq. (3.55), (fij [0,2n) can

be interpreted as the angle which defines the orientation of an XY-spin. Comparing

Eqs. (2.50) and (3.55) we see that the action of the single electron box is equivalent

to that of a single dissipative quantum rotor.

In Fourier space, Eq. (3.55) becomes local,

sM = ^E^*la' (3.56)
fe=0

where ifik — ^fLo* e*^J'fee1^' denotes the Fourier transform of e1^ and gk the Fourier

transform of the kernel (j ^ 0)

9(3) =
4EcAt

(Sj,l + Sj,N-l) -
a (v/Nf
2 sm((ir/N)jy

(3.57)
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Using fast Fourier transformation [50] it is therefore possible to compute the action

of a configuration in a time O(NlogN) despite the long-range interactions. This is

important for the transition matrix Monte Carlo algorithm presented below.

Due to the compact nature of the phase variables (fij, the winding number u

of a configuration {(fij\j = 1,..., N} must be computed by summing up the phase

differences along the path. We use the convention that the smaller of the two angles

between neighboring spins is considered,

N

u = ^[(</>j+i ~ (fii + t) mod 27r] - Ntt. (3.58)
i=i

3.4.1 Path integral Monte Carlo

The expectation value (uj2), and hence the effective charging energy (2.97), can be

computed using path-integral Monte Carlo with cluster updates, as explained in

section 3.2. This approach works well for small and intermediate values of the tun¬

neling conductance a. Configurations with winding number u = ±n are generated

according to their weight wn in the partition sum,

So2*d4>o^±2V(fie-m

»» = j° „r,^., „,„•
(3-59)

However, for large a, the effective charging energy - and therefore also the fraction of

paths with winding number different from zero - decreases as exp(—7r2a) according

to theoretical predictions. A huge number of configurations with winding number

zero will be generated for each configuration with non-zero winding number. Due to

this rapidly deteriorating efficiency, the cluster algorithm can only be used in the

range of tunneling conductances for which Ec > 10~aEc-

3.4.2 Transition matrix Monte Carlo

In order to compute the effective charging energy at even larger values of the tun¬

neling conductance, we developed a new Monte Carlo approach, which attempts to

insert or remove phase slips (kinks) and in doing so measures the relative weights

of the different winding number sectors. As only paths of winding number 0 and 1

contribute in the limit of large a, we restrict the discussion to the calculation of the

relative weight of these two winding number sectors. However, the algorithm can

also be used to study additional winding number sectors.

The effective charging energy (2.97) can be expressed for large a as

EC ßEC En=0Wn
~

ßECWo
^ ' '

The weights w0 and w\ are proportional to the time, which a Metropolis-Monte Carlo

simulation would spend in winding sectors 0 and 1, respectively. A "flat histogram",
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of a kink (phase-slip) insertion. The top figure shows the

original phase configuration {(fin = (fi(rn)\n = 1,..., TV} with winding number u = 0,

and the phase-slip path ^k^periodic- Botn tne position t0 and the width A of this

phase slip path are randomly chosen. The bottom figure shows the new configuration

with winding number u = 1, which would be obtained by adding 0^ periodic
to (fi(r).

which means equal occupation probabilities for both winding sectors, could be ob¬

tained by adding an additional "inverse-weight" factor to the usual Boltzmann term.

The acceptance probability for a proposed kink update from a configuration with

winding number n and action S to winding number n' and action S' then becomes

iWM»',S0 = min ( 1, 2Ü2.e-<*-sA , (3.61)

whereas a cluster update from n to n' (which takes the change in action into account)
would be accepted with probability

Pn^n> - min ( 1, — ) . (3.62)
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The "flat histogram" (detailed balance) condition for the a priori unknown relative

occupation probability Wi/wq can then be expressed for n, n' {0,1} as

(Po^wjwo)) = (P^oMwo)), (3.63)

where the averages are taken over a random sequence of kink- and cluster updates.

Our strategy is to determine the transition probabilities (Po->i) and (Pi—o) for

different values of wi/wq in order to find the solution of Eq. (3.63), rather than

trying to adjust the relative occupation of the winding sectors by a Wang-Landau

type iterative procedure [52]. This is an approach in the spirit of the transition

Matrix Monte Carlo method [53].
Each winding number sector is treated separately and the cluster updates serve

essentially to randomize the configurations within that sector, although their con¬

tribution to the probabilities (Pi~+j) becomes important for smaller a. In a kink

update, illustrated in Fig. 3.6, we insert a phase slip

^A) = ±2 arctan {~~\ (3-64)

of random width A at some random position t0, or rather

é(T°>X)
-

±CtM(T-T0)/\) , ,

4W, periodic
" ±t

axctan(/3/2A)
' l }

periodically continued outside the interval -f < r - r0 < f, which is a slightly

modified version compatible with the finite size of the system. These are stationary

paths of the long-ranged part of the action (2.92) in the limit ß —> oo.

It is important to consider the entire range of widths including stretched out

configurations. In order to study the typical distribution of widths we generated

configurations for N = 105 (ßEG = 5 • 103) in winding sector 1 using the cluster

algorithm and applied a decimation (coarse-graining) procedure in which the number

of spins was reduced by half at each step. The average winding number (|w^|) of

these coarse-grained configurations is shown as a function of decimation steps n in

Fig. 3.7. Removing every second spin reduces the width of the kink to approximately

half its previous value until the kink disappears completely. From the dependence

of (|u/n)|) on n it is therefore possible to gain insight into the original distribution

of kink widths in winding sector 1. One finds from Fig. 3.7 that the kink widths for

1.6 < a < 2.4 are approximately uniformly distributed in the range [26,216], whereas

for a = 9, only smooth configurations with widths [213,216] are generated. The

sharpest kinks have a width of 25. In order to cover the whole range of relevant

paths, we chose Amin = I0ß/N and Amax = ß.

Inserting <fiy^ changes the original configuration (fi with winding number n to (fi'

with winding number nil. The corresponding Boltzmann weights exp(S[</>] — S[(fi'])
are computed using Eq. (3.56) and stored during the simulation. Updates which

produce a configuration with winding number \n\ > 1 as well as cluster updates

which leave the winding number unchanged get the weight 0. A cluster update

which connects to the other winding number sector gets the weight 1. From these
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6 8 10

decimation step n

Figure 3.7: Average winding number (|t</n)|) of coarse grained configurations. The

original configuration has winding number \u^\ = 1. It is renormalized by remo¬

ving every second spin. Kinks of width pu 2n will disappear after approximately n

iterations, resulting in a coarse-grained configuration of winding number 0.

t

a.

10 30 40

-ln(wi / wq)

Figure 3.8: Transition probabilities (Po-»i) (with positive slope) and (Pi„»o) (with

negative slope) plotted as a function of - \a.(wi/w0). The intersection points of these

curves determines Wi/wo- From left to right, the data correspond to a = 2, 3, ...,
9.
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data, one can calculate the average transition probabilities (P(i — j)) as a function

of Wi/wo using Eqs. (3.61) and (3.62). Finally, the relative weight of winding sector 1

is determined by solving Eq. (3.63).
To illustrate this procedure, Fig. 3.8 shows the probabilities (P(0 —> 1)) (with

positive slope) and (P(l — 0)) (with negative slope) as a function of - ln^/wo)
for several values of a. The intersection points of these curves determine Wi/w0-
The effective charging energies obtained by this new method are consistent with

the results from cluster Monte Carlo simulations for the values of a which can be

treated by the latter method. The new approach, however, allows us to simulate the

system at much higher tunneling conductance. It improves the sensitivity to winding

number fluctuations by dozens of orders of magnitude, as can be seen in Fig. (5.1)
which plots results obtained with local updates, cluster updates and the transition

matrix approach.



Chapter 4

Spin chains with site dissipation

We will now apply the cluster algorithms presented in chapter 2 to study chains of

quantum spins with Ohmic dissipation coupling to the site (spin) variables. First, we

will consider a chain of Ising spins in a transverse magnetic field, which is a model for

the qubit register mentioned in the introduction (Fig. 1.3). The purpose of section 4.2

is to map out the phase diagram and to study how the combination of spatial and

dissipative couplings affects the nature of the quantum phase transition. The latter is

done by computing critical exponents, which take specific values for phase transitions

in a given universality class. Since some of these exponents are quite similar, even in

systems corresponding to different universality classes, it is important to calculate

their values as accurately as possible. This task is complicated by the fact that

the critical power-law behavior appears in infinite systems, while simulations are

performed on finite lattices. Finite size scaling procedures are therefore necessary to

extract the exponents from Monte Carlo results obtained for different lattice sizes.

The analytical calculation of critical exponents is very difficult and in most cases,

only rough estimates can be obtained. In section 4.1, we present analytical predic¬

tions for dissipative spin chains, which are based on an e-expansion. While the

agreement with the simulation results turns out to be surprisingly good, numerical

methods are the only way to calculate reliable values for these critical exponents.

Analytical considerations are useful to identify universal quantities, but their actual

values must again be computed numerically. In this chapter, we will test predic¬

tions by Subir Sachdev for a universal ratio of susceptibilities and for the universal

conductance in a nano-wire (dissipative XY-spin chain).

4.1 Analytical predictions

The nature of the phase transition in 0(n) spin chains with site dissipation and some

universal quantities have recently been discussed by Sachdev and collaborators [54,

17, 18], who analyzed the dissipative n-component 04-field theory (see Eqs. (2.49)
and (2.45))

S = Jddxdr\\(dx(fia)2+S~(fi2a + ^((fi2a)2^ (4.1)
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in d spatial dimensions (a summation over the index a = 1,..., n is implied). Sachdev

notes that the non-analytic |o>|-term in the dissipation part of Eq. (4.1) does not

renormalize and predicts a second order phase transition whose properties should

not depend on the dissipation strength. The upper critical dimension of the field

theory (4.1) is 2 (independent of n) and an expansion to second order in e = 2 — d

yields the following expressions for the critical exponents v, r] and z [54, 17]

z = 2-rj. (4.4)

The exponent v characterizes the divergence of the correlation length £ as one

approaches the critical point, while the anomalous dimension n defines the decay of

the order parameter correlation function at the critical point. The dynamical critical

exponent z relates the correlation lengths in the space and time direction: £T ~ (Çx)e-
An additional theoretical prediction concerns the Fourier transform of the spin-

spin correlation function, or susceptibility x(k,iun), as detailed in Ref. [18]. Here, k

denotes a wave vector and un = 2ixnjß is the Matsubara frequency. From the strong

hyperscaling properties of the field theory (4.1), Sachdev concludes that in the limit

of infinite spatial length (1 <£ NT <£ N2) the ratio

X(n) = f^. (4.5)

is a completely universal function of n, even for the lattice model (2.50). He also

determines the limiting behaviors of this function for small and large n,

y(n)-lA/n forl<n<ATr, , .

LW~\ 1-n/B forn<l,
l 'Dj

where A and B are universal numbers. Only the case 1 <£ n <IC NT is accessible in

imaginary time.

4.2 Dissipative Ising spin chain in a transverse

magnetic field

Although a single two-state system coupled to dissipation has been extensively dis¬

cussed in the literature [55, 56, 12, 57, 58], the case of infinitely many spatially

coupled two-state systems has not been studied. In Ref. [16], we showed that spatial

couplings and the dissipative dynamics combine to determine a new class of quan¬

tum critical points, which is different from the dissipative phase transition of the

single two-state system and the non-dissipative chain. The nature of the quantum

criticality does not depend on the value of the dissipation strength. This finding is in
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contrast to predictions for an array of resistively shunted Josephson junctions with

dissipation coupling to the bond variables [60, 59, 61].
In the Ising case it is necessary to add a transverse magnetic field, which produces

spin flips, to obtain a disordered phase for a certain range of parameter values. The

Hamiltonian for the Ising spin chain in a transverse field A and coupled to a heat

bath reads

Nx Nx

h = ~jy, ofofu -aJ2°?+Y, {c«(aU+«*.*)"?+"*,*<*«*.*} > (4-7)
i=l i—1 i,k

where ax and az are the Pauli matrices. To each site i, we have coupled a set of

independent bosons {aitk} (destruction operators) of frequency uiik, representing the

environment. The coupling strength Ck = ck/y/2mkuk to the coordinate of the Hh

oscillator is chosen such that the spectral function is J(u) = tt J2k Ckà(u ~ uhk) ~

nau, for u less than a cutoff frequency cuc, but vanishes otherwise. The notation is

thus consistent with the one in chapter 2, since a\ + ak = \Z2mkujkxk and ttol = 77.

The bath degrees of freedom can be integrated out in a manner identical to the

treatment of the spin-boson problem [62, 63], and the partition function defined on

a (1 + 1)-dimensional lattice indexed by i and r becomes

Z = ZQ J2 e-sK«">], (4.8)

{<Ti,r=±l}

where ZQ is the free boson partition function and

Nx Nt Nx NT N*

i=l T=l »=1 T=l i=l T<T>
T ^T1 \>

(4.9)
This is the action (2.50) for the classical Ising variables {aiiT = ±1}, which we de¬

rived in chapter 2 using the path integral formalism. The total number of lattice sites

in the spatial and imaginary time directions are Nx and NT, respectively. Periodic

boundary conditions are applied both in the space and imaginary time directions.

The couplings in Eqs. (4.9) and (4.7) are related by K = (At) J and

e"2r = tanh((AT)A), (4.10)

where At is the lattice spacing in the imaginary time direction. The universal scaling

properties should not depend explicitly on At, and we can set it to unity without

loss of generality. With the discretization step fixed at this value, we will investigate

the critical behavior of the system (4.9) as a function of the parameters K, Y and a.

In the Monte Carlo simulations, we employ the variant of the Swendsen-Wang

cluster algorithm [14, 15] detailed in section 3.2. This algorithm has short auto¬

correlation times and treats long-range interactions efficiently, allowing us to simu¬

late lattices of more than 107 spins.
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4.2.1 Phase diagram and critical exponents

Assuming a second order phase transition, we attempt to identify the critical coup¬

lings using the scaling procedure of Ref. [64]. For each value of a, we determine

the critical coupling Kc and the dynamical critical exponent z self-consistently by

looking for a data collapse of the Binder cumulant ratio (m denotes the magnetiza¬

tion)

Near the critical point, B scales as

B(»..»r) = *.(%.$$;). («S)

At the critical point, where the correlation length £ diverges, the Binder cumulants

collapse onto a universal function of NT/(NX)Z. The strategy is thus to plot B as

a function of NT for different values of Nx. If K > Kc the maxima of these curves

increase with increasing Nx, whereas for K < Kc they decrease with increasing Nx,

as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The critical coupling therefore corresponds to the value of

K for which the maxima of B(NX, NT) reach the same height for different choices of

Nx and the critical exponent z is then found from the optimal collapse of these data

points onto the universal curve 0b(O, .). The result for a = 0.3 is shown in Fig. 4.2.

The excellent data collapse validates the scaling Ansatz in Eq. (4.12).
For small values of Nr, finite size effects become important. In Fig. 4.2, this

region is indicated by the dashed line. The points to the left of this line were not

used in the data collapse. The optimal values for K and z were determined by fitting

the data to a polynomial of order 6 and minimizing the chi-square deviation.

Re-weighting

In order to be able to vary the value of K continuously in the chi-square analysis we

used re-weighting techniques [66]. The full time-series of measurements of m2, m4

and the quantity

Sx = ^2 ax,TO-x+i,T (4-13)
X,T

were stored during a Monte Carlo simulation with nearest neighbor coupling K.

Average values of O = {m2 or m4}, and hence the value of the Binder cumulants at

the new coupling K' could then be computed as

,(k>-k)t!$

Phase diagram

Fixing the transverse field at A = 1 or Y = -\ ln[tanh(l)] = 0.136 (see Eq. (4.10)),
we calculated the phase diagram as a function of a and K. It is shown in Fig. 4.3

and the corresponding values of Kc and z are listed in Tab. 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Critical coupling Kc and the critical exponents z and v for different

values of the dissipation strength a and the coupling Y. For a = 0, the system (4.9)

corresponds to a classical 2D-Ising model with nearest neighbor interactions, for

which an analytical solution exists. In particular, the dynamical critical exponent is

2—1. The presence of long-range interactions in imaginary time (~ 1/t2) changes

this exponent to z « 2, whether the dissipation is weak or strong. Beyond the critical

point ac, even spatially discoupled (K = 0) spins order in time. This KT-like phase

transition is characterized by a universal jump in the magnetization at ac.

r a Kc z V

0.136 0 1.0000(2) 1 1

0.136 0.1 0.457699(5) 1.97(3) 0.637(7)
0.136 0.2 0.23396(1)
0.136 0.3 0.103842(2) 2.00(2) 0.639(3)
0.136 0.4 0.03142(1)
0.136 0.5 0.0031045(1) 1.97(4) 0.624(13)
0.136 0.6246(2) 0 _ -

1.153 0.3 0.0011169(2) 1.98(4) 0.623(9)

The critical point ac at K = 0 (single Ising spin) was computed following the method

in Ref. [67]. Assuming that a(m2) jumps to the value \ at ac, we extracted (^(m2)^
from simulations for several NT using the finite size scaling ansatz

a(m2)NT = «(m2)« (l + ^tf-a^mV-i) + ^-W^-i) + ^ (4 15)

The value of ac was then found by fitting the theoretically predicted singular be¬

havior near the jump discontinuity,

«(m2)«, =
g
+ ci(a - <*c)1/2 + c2(a - ac)1 + .... (4.16)

to the data obtained for «(m2)^. This second step is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 and yields

the value ac = 0.6246(2). In Ref. [67], a system without short range interactions

(r = 0) was considered, which yields ac = 0.6555(4).
The phase boundary Kc(a) in Fig. 4.3 seems to approach the K = 0 axis with

zero slope. This can be understood from a simple mean-field argument, since the

divergence of the susceptibility x(a ~^ (ûO-) at iï" = 0 is exponentially strong.

The direction of approach to the critical point in the K-a plane does determine the

precise form [12], but the divergence has an essential singularity asa-> (ac)_,

x(ol) - e^*^. (4.17)

Therefore, for finite but small Kc, the phase boundary of the coupled system is given

by 2x(d)Kc — 1 and this explains the result shown.
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ordered

>-*-

Figure 4.3: Phase diagram of the dissipative quantum Ising chain in the space of

nearest neighbor coupling K and dissipation strength a for Y — 0.136. The phase

boundary appears to approach the K = 0 axis with zero slope.

0.63 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.67

Figure 4.4: Asymptotic behavior of (^(m2)^ near the critical point of the single site

model (K = 0). The fitted curve of the form (4.16) intersects the axis «(m2)^ = \
at ac.
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Critical exponents

We next consider the order parameter correlation function C(x,r), which in an

infinite system scales as

C(X,T) = (<Tx,r°0,0)-(<Jx,r)(c>0,0)~X-^-Vg(xlï,Tlx*), (4.18)

where we have set the dimension d — 1. The spatial correlation length £ diverges at

the critical point and the characteristic frequency scale vanishes as £~z, as long as

the dynamical critical exponent z is a finite and well defined quantity. At the critical

coupling Kc, Eq. (4.18) simplifies to

C(x,r) ~ x-^-1'g(T/^) = r-(^-1)/2ff(iVr). (4.19)

If we set t = 0 and K = Kc, the spin-spin correlation function in the spatial direction

should therefore decay asymptotically as

C(*,0)~^. (4.20)

Taking into account the periodic boundary conditions, we determined z + n — 1 by

fitting the numerical data to

/corr(x, a, k) = ~ + (Nxa_x}k- (4-21)

In order to reduce finite size effects we chose NT ^> Nx, observing that NT > 5NX is

sufficient to obtain convergence as a function of NT. Figure 4.5 shows the result for

Nx = 140 and NT = 105. To estimate the error we plotted contours of the chi-square

deviation to the function (4.21) up to the 1-a confidence value, in the space of the

fitting parameters a and k. The fits were done in the region [rm\n, Nx/2 = 70] and

Fig. 4.6 shows the results for rmin = 5,10,15 and 20, respectively. The optimal value

for k = z + rj — 1 decreases from about 1.003 for rmin = 5 to about 0.99 for rmin = 20

while the error-bars increase in size. The very small error-bars for rmin = 5 probably

indicate a departure from the asymptotic power-law behavior at short distances. We

therefore estimate z + rj = 2.00 ±0.01.

The imaginary time correlation function, shown in Fig. 4.7 falls to zero exponen¬

tially on the ordered side as (aXiTa0fi) approaches (o-XfT)2. On the disordered side,

the correlation function cannot decay faster than r~2 [68], which does not allow

a straight-forward definition of a correlation time and a dynamical critical expo¬

nent z. Our results at the critical point K = Kc, shown in Fig. 4.7 for Nx = 500

and NT = 104, are roughly consistent with Eq. (4.19) and the previously determined

values of z and t). We observed, however, larger corrections to scaling than for the

spatial correlation function and the latter were used for the quantitative analysis.

The correlations in time fit better to a function of the form

/corr(T, a, k) = .
. ,,

. > >>., (4.22)
(sin((7r/AV)T))fc
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0.035

+

Figure 4.5: Decay of the spin-spin correlation (o~XfTcrx+r<T) at the critical point for

q = 0.3. The size of the lattice is Nx = 140 and NT = 10s. The curve shows the best

fit to the data points in the interval 10 < r < 70.

than to a pair of power-laws as in Eq. (4.21). On the other hand, it was shown that

for the corresponding (0 +1)-dimensional problem C(t) ~ 1/ InT at criticality [69].
We finally determine the critical exponent v. By choosing NT = 5(NX)Z we again

reduce the two-parameter scaling to a one-parameter one and can employ the same

procedure as for the classical Ising model [70]. From (mn) = (K — Kc)n/3^n(Nx/^)
and £ ~ (K - Kc)~u it follows that

(mn) = (K~ Kc)n^n((K - Kc)NlJ») (4.23)

and expressing the pre-factor in the form [(K — KC)NX u]n Nx we obtain the

scaling ansatz

M = Kn^<fin((K - Ke)Nl'v). (4.24)

As a consequence of Eq. (4.24), the exponent v can be found from a scaling plot of

the quantity

2 In
d(m2)
3K

In
d(mA)

Kc
dK

= const + - In Nx (4.25)
Kc

The derivatives of (mn) with respect to K can be calculated from the correlation

function
d(mn)°{ }

= (mnX*)Kc - (mn)Kc(^)Kc = KL (4-26)
dK

where Hx has been defined in Eq. (4.13). Results for v, obtained from fits such as

shown in Fig. 4.8 are listed in Tab. 4.1. The errors due to the uncertainty of z were

estimated from simulations with system sizes A^T = 5(NX)Z, using both z = 1.98 and
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Figure 4.6: Error estimates for k = z + rj — 1 for different choices of the fitting range

[rmin,Nx/2 = 70] (a = 0.3).
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Figure 4.7: Spin-spin correlation function in imaginary time for a = 0.3, Nx = 500

and NT = 104. The three curves show (from top to bottom) the decay at the critical

point, in the disordered and ordered phase, respectively.
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Figure 4.8: Plot of 21n[ra2] — ln[m4] as a function of lnNx at a = 0.3 and fixing

NT = 5(NX)Z. The quantity [mn] is defined in Eq. (4.26) and according to Eq. (4.25)
the slope of the fitted line gives \jv.
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z = 2. Within the error bars, there is no dependence of the critical exponents on

the dissipation strength.
To test if our choice of the third parameter in the action (4.9) - the nearest

neighbor (in time) coupling Y - affects the values of the critical exponents, we

repeated the simulations for Y = — \ ln[tanh(0.1)] at a = 0.3 and found consistency

with the previous results. We finally checked that our numerical results do not

depend on the aspect ratio by increasing NT/(NX)Z from 5 to 20 and used two

different random number generators [71, 72] to rule out the only remaining possible

sources of systematic errors.

We now compare these result with the predictions (4.2)-(4.4) from the dissipative

n-component </>4 field theory (4.1) in an expansion in e = 2 — d (the one dimensional

Ising chain corresponds to n — 1 and e = 1). The agreement with the simulation

shown in Table 4.2 is very good, but may deteriorate with terms of higher order

in e, as even the e-expansion of the standard </>4-theory is asymptotic in nature and

reliable exponents cannot be obtained without a Borel-Padé analysis [73].

Table 4.2: Comparison of exponents obtained by our simulations and the values

predicted by the e-expansion. The values of v and z are averages of the various

estimates listed in Tab. 4.1. The sum z + n was determined for a = 0.3 only.

simulation one loop two loop
~^ 0.638 ± 0.003 0.583 [54] 0.633 + 0(ea) [17]

77 0.015 ± 0.020 0 0.020 + 0(e3) [54]
z 1.985 ±0.015 2 1.980 + 0(e3) [54]
z + 77 2.00 ± 0.01 2 2 [54]

4.2.2 Universal ratio of susceptibilities

As mentioned in section 2.2.3, Sachdev [18] predicted that in the limit KiVT< Nx,
the ratio of susceptibilities

is a completely universal function of the integer n (un = 2irn/NT is the Matsubara

frequency) with the limiting behavior

T(n) = - (4.28)
n

for 1 -C n <£ At/2. The amplitude A should be a universal number which is in¬

dependent of dissipation strength. To test this claim, we computed A for weak,

intermediate and strong dissipation, setting F = — iln[tanh(l)] = 0.136 as in the

previous study of the Ising chain. For this value of Y, the phase transition for a single

dissipative Ising spin occurs at ac = 0.625 (see Tab. 4.1). The universal function T,

however, should not depend on the choice of Y.
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Figure 4.9: T(n) for a = 0 and a = 0.3. The different curves correspond to different

NT in the range 1 < NT < Nx (a = 0) and 1 < NT <£ A'2 (a ~ 0.3) respectively.

The data sets are plotted in the range 1 < n < NT/2.
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Figure 4.10: T(n) for a = 0.3 and j^^- <n< ^^. The data sets corresponding

to different NT are plotted with different symbols. The line shows the best fit to A/n.
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For a = 0 (non-dissipative 2D Ising model), the amplitude A can be calculated

exactly. One finds for large n [74]

/2\7/4/F(15/16)\2 0.01518

r(n)~\n) VWJW) =^^' ( }

which we used to test the numerical simulations. (Note that the large n behavior

~ n~7/4 applies only for a = 0; for any non-zero a, it is expected to crossover into

the behavior in Eq. (4.6).) In this case the dynamical critical exponent is z = 1, so

we plot in Fig. 4.9 the function T(n), computed at the critical inter-site coupling

Kc, for different lattices with 1 < JVT < JVX. The behavior predicted from the

Onsager solution for the 2D Ising model [74] is nicely reproduced in the scaling

limit 1 < n < NT. Also shown in Fig. 4.9 are the data for a — 0.3. Since z « 2

for a > 0, we chose lattices with 1 < NT < N2. A power-law decay proportional
to 1/n is clearly visible, although the curves bend away slightly for n outside the

scaling region 1 <£ n <C NT. For the purpose of extracting the amplitude A, we

defined the scaling region as j^^ < n < -^^-. Figure 4.10 shows the data for

a = 0.3 restricted to these values of n. A fit to the predicted power-law (4.28) yields
A = 0.0729. Repeating the same analysis for a = 0.1, we get A = 0.0726. For very

strong dissipation (a = 0.5) we see stronger corrections to scaling and n äs ^^
lies clearly outside the scaling region. Larger lattices would be needed to extract an

accurate value of A. Nevertheless, even our data at a = 0.5 are roughly consistent

with the predicted universality and the asymptotic form

T(n) ~ ?^?. (4.30)
n

4.3 XY-spins with site dissipation

The discretized action (2.50) for 0(2) spins o can be written in the form

Nx NT

S = - ^2 Y2 \Kt cos(hk - 4>j,k+l) + Kx cos((fiJ!k - 4>J+i,k)]
,7=1 fc=l

iTV^V cosfe ~ hk') /431n

Ut?k\Nr> (Mi-ß-k'W
K' }

if the orientation of each spin is parametrized by an angle (fi. This variable can be

thought of as the phase of the superconducting order parameter on a superconduc¬

ting grain. In this case, the action (4.31) describes a chain of Josephson junctions

with the first term corresponding to a charging energy due to the capacitive coupling

between the grains and the second term to the Josephson coupling energy. The last

term introduces dissipation, which couples to the phase-variable on each site. Note

that this model is different from a chain of resistively shunted Josephson junctions.

In the latter case the dissipation couples to the phase difference across the junction

(and for macroscopic resistors leads to a quadratic term), as explained in section 2.3.
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4.3.1 Phase diagram and critical exponents

We first present the phase diagram and critical exponents for the action (4.31),
following the analogous investigation for Ising spins in section 4.2. Assuming a second

order phase transition, we use again the scaling Ansatz of Ref. [64]. For a given value

of a (KT = 0.1 is kept fixed in this study) we determine the critical spatial coupling

K% and the dynamical critical exponent z self-consistently from the data collapse of

the Binder cumulant ratio B = 1 - (m4)/(3(m2)2), where m is the magnetization.

From the scaling form (4.12) if follows that the Binder cumulants collapse onto a

universal function of NT/(NX)Z at the critical point. As in the Ising case we find an

excellent data collapse, shown for a = 0.3 in Fig. 4.11, which validates this scaling

Ansatz and confirms the second order transition which was predicted in Ref. [54],
The data collapse yields K% = 0.92132(2) and z = 1.97(3).

Repeating this analysis for several values of a, we map out the phase diagram

shown in Fig. 4.12. In contrast to Ising spins [13, 16, 67] there exists no ordered

state at Kx = 0. As mentioned in section 2.4, the single site case corresponds to the

imaginary time effective action of a single-electron box [2], which we have studied

using extensive Monte Carlo simulations [21]. These results will be presented in

chapter 5.

Next, we compute the critical exponents 77 and v. The scaling of the order para¬

meter correlation function C(x, r) in an infinite system and at the critical coupling

K% has been written in Eq. (4.19). The equal-time correlation function at the critical

point should therefore decay asymptotically as C(x,0) ~ x~^z+v"1^. The corrections

to scaling are larger than in the Ising case and we cannot directly fit the periodic

version (4.21) of this power-law to the correlation function. Instead, we consider the

correlations between the most distant sites for different system sizes. In Fig. 4.13 we

plot (aa(Q,r)aa(Nx/2,T)) as a function of Nx. A power-law fit to these data yields

0 + 77=1.985(20).
In order to determine the critical exponent v, we set A^ = 5(NX)Z to reduce

the two-parameter scaling to a one-parameter one. This allows us to employ the

procedure outlined in the previous section [70, 16]. Using again the definition in

Eq. (4.26), [mn] := (mnT.x)K% - (n)kç&x)Kg, where m denotes the magnetization
and

^X = Y1 cos(^hk ~ <fii+i,k) (4.32)
i,k

the spatial coupling energy, one finds from the finite size scaling relations (4.24)

2 ln[m2] - ln[m4] = const + - In Nx. (4.33)

The left hand side of Eq. (4.33) is plotted in Fig. 4.14 for a = 0.3 and KT = 0.1.

From the slope of a linear fit to these data one obtains v. The major source of error

is the uncertainty on z = 1.97(3). We determined the slopes for z = 1.97 and z = 2

and find v = 0.689(6).
Having obtained the critical exponents for a = 0.3, we would like to compare our

result with the predictions from the dissipative n-component </>4-field theory (4.1).
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Figure 4.11: Data collapse of Binder cumulants at the critical point for a = 0.3 and

z = 1.97.
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Figure 4.12: Phase diagram of the dissipative XY-spin chain in the space of nearest

neighbor coupling Kx and dissipation strength a (KT = 0.1). In contrast to the

Ising case (see Fig. 4.3), no ordered phase exists for spatially discoupled XY-spins

(Kx = 0).
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at the critical point (a = 0.3, Kx = 0.1). We scaled the imaginary time dimension

as NT = 5(NX)Z with z=2 and z=1.97 (not shown). The slope of the fitted line gives

\/v.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of the exponents obtained from our simulations and the values

predicted by the e-expansion in order 0(e2). The values for the Ising chain are from

Tab. 4.2. In both cases, the agreement between the two-loop predictions and the

simulation results is remarkably good. While the symmetry of the order parameter is

different in the Ising- and XY-chain, and the dissipative phase transitions thus belong

to different universality classes, we see from this table that the critical exponents

are very similar. This shows that accurate numerical results are needed to reach

meaningful conclusions.

Ising XY

simulation e-expansion simulation e-expansion

V 0.638(3) 0.633 0.689(6) 0.663

V 0.015(20) 0.020 0.015(45) 0.021

z 1.985(15) 1.980 1.97(3) 1.979

z + r] 2.00(1) 2 1.985(20) 2

One dimensional chains correspond to e = 1. In Table 4.3 we list the numerically

determined exponents for Ising (n = 1, see Tab. 4.2) and XY-chains (n = 2) and

the values from the two-loop e-expansion (4.2)-(4.4). The agreement is remarkably

good. In the Ising case we found that the exponents do not depend on the dissipation

strength and we expect the same for the XY-chain as well.

4.3.2 Universal conductance of nano-wires

In Ref. [17], Sachdev considers finite chains of quantum XY-spins with on-site dis¬

sipation as a model to study the superconductor-to-metal transition in nano-wires.

He finds a strong dependence of the conductance on the type of leads (see Fig. 4.15).

Superconducting leads act as a boundary ordering field on the spins, since they fix

the phase (fi of the superconducting order parameter (and thus the orientation of the

spin) on the first or last site. Taking into account this proximity effect, the action

(4.31) becomes

Nx N
X "T

S = ~ XI5Z \-Kt cos(^.fc ~ </Wi)+K* cos(<^',fc - <t>i+i,k)]
j=l fc=l

Nx

(4.34)
j=l k<k' fc=l

where Him > 0 corresponds to a superconducting left (right) lead and Him = 0 to

a normal left (right) lead. The conductance g(iun) of the wire at a given Matsubara
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Figure 4.15: A wire which is tuned from a superconductor to a metal by (say) re¬

ducing its diameter. The leads on the wire are either normal (N) or superconducting

(S) and the NN, SN, and SS cases belong to distinct universality classes.

frequency un = 2-nn/ß can be computed using the Kubo-formula [75],

9(iun)

Jk

(j2e<M^(JkJo)-D),
fc=i

D =

4e2 1

h n/N7

x
j=i

K
Nx-1

—^- Y^ (C0s((fijik - (fij+i,k)).

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.37)

Extrapolating Eq. (4.35) to n —> 0 then gives the dc-conductance, whose value near

the critical point of the bulk theory (A^ — oo with periodic boundary conditions)
depends on the type of leads: normal leads (NN), mixed leads (SN) or supercon¬

ducting leads (SS). If normal leads are attached to the wire, it becomes insulating,

whereas two superconducting leads turn the wire into a superconductor. These two

states correspond to the disordered and ordered phases of the bulk theory, indicated

in Fig. 4.12. Especially interesting is the prediction for mixed leads: in this case the

wire becomes metallic and the conductivity takes a universal value, which does not

depend on the strength of the proximity effect.

More specifically, for real frequencies u, Sachdev predicts

g(u) = g(iun
4e2

w) = -j^Fx(y), y = chwNz, (4.38)

where X = (NN), (SN) or (SS) denotes the type of leads, c some non-universal

constant and z the dynamical critical exponent. He furthermore finds a small-cj

behavior of the form

Re[FNN(y)]

Re[FSN(j/)]

Re[Fss(î/)]

KiV2 + • • •, (insulator)

Csn + K2V2 + , (metal)

7ro8(y) + Css + fyy2 + , (superconductor)

(4.39)

(4.40)

(4.41)

where the fy and g are universal numbers. Hence the dc-conductance (y = 0) vanishes

for NN-leads (insulator) while there is a residual Josephson current, proportional
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Figure 4.16: The universal function Re[Fx(y)] in the large-n limit for real frequen¬

cies. For the SS-case, the additional Josephson current contribution proportional to

7ToS(y) is not shown.

to q, between the leads in the SS-case (superconductor). For mixed leads, the dc-

conductance is determined by the universal value Csn and Eq. (4.38). Note that the

Drude formula gD(u) = gQ/(l + m>Treiax) implies Re[gD(u)} = g0/(l + uj2r2elax) =

g0(l - u2T2elax + ...), so Eq. (4.40) describes a metal and k2 < 0. The typical shape

of the curves Re[Fx(y)], as found from a large-n expansion (n is the number of

components of the spin variable) is illustrated in Fig. 4.16, which has been borrowed

from Ref. [17]. These large-n results exhibit a remarkable insensitivity on parameters

such as the boundary ordering fields.

Along the imaginary frequency axis, where g(iu>) = ^-Fx(iy), the predicted

behavior is

Fsn(iy) = Cs^ + K2y + ...,

Fss(iy) = -+CSS + K3V +
y

(4.42)

(4.43)

(4.44)

These predictions can be directly tested with Monte Carlo simulations of the

action (4.34), albeit only for discrete values of yn (corresponding to the Matsu¬

bara frequencies u)n). An extrapolation yn —> 0 in Eq. (4.43) allows to determine the

dc-conductance for mixed leads, without an uncontrolled analytical continuation to

real frequencies.
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Cluster updates in the presence of a magnetic field

The presence of magnetic fields requires a slight modification of the cluster algo¬

rithms presented in section 3.2. If the phase <fie determines the orientation of the

random vector e onto which the XY-spins are projected, then we can associate a

magnetic energy Se with each cluster C,

Se(C) = - Y, [HiôjA + HTôjtNx]cos((fie)cos((fij,k-(fie). (4.45)
0\fc}ec

Since Se(C) changes sign if the projected spin components are inverted, we should

flip the cluster with probability

^f(C) = min(l,e2^c>),

in the case of Wolff clusters and

sw
eSe(C)

P^(°)
=

ese(c) + e-st(c)
> (4-47)

in the case of Swendsen-Wang clusters. This procedure is equivalent to coupling the

sites to a ghost-spin representing the magnetic field, which is never flipped. The

above approach of including a magnetic field in the cluster algorithm is inefficient

for a bulk magnetic field, because it leads to freezing clusters which can hardly ever

be flipped. It works reasonably well for the action (4.34), however, because the field

only acts on the boundary sites.

Simulation results

In the previous section we have determined the precise values of the critical couplings

for the bulk theory (4.31), such as a = 0.3, KT = 0.1 and Kx = 0.92132(2). The

latter couplings will be used in the following calculations.

We first computed the conductance as a function of Matsubara frequency for a

fixed chain length using Eqs. (4.35), (4.36) and (4.37). Different choices of ifyr), cor¬

responding to normal (NN), superconducting (SS) and mixed (SN) leads were consid¬

ered. The results for Nx = 20, NT = 2000 and Hi(r) = (0,0) (NN), (Hh HT) = (0.1,0)

(SN) and H^ = (0.1,0.1) (SS) are shown in Fig. 4.17, where the singular contribu¬

tion from the non-vanishing diamagnetic term has been omitted in the SS-case. One

observes the qualitatively same behavior as predicted from the large-n expansion

(also shown in the figure). In particular, the small-o;n behavior is consistent with

Eqs. (4.42)-(4.44), that is linear in un for NN-leads, saturating at a finite value for

SN-leads and (if the singular part is removed) also for SS-leads. The almost quan¬

titative agreement in the SN-case is a coincidence since the Monte Carlo data for

short wires depend strongly on the strength of the boundary magnetic field. In fact,

the large-n expansion considerably underestimates the value of the conductance.

In order to test the predicted universality of the dc-conductance for mixed leads

and determine its value, we computed the conductance for chain lengths Nx = 10,

20, 40, 80 and two different values of Ht ((HuHr) = (1,0) and (10,0)). The raw

(4.46)
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Figure 4.17: Non-singular part of the dimensionless conductance along the imaginary

frequency axis, plotted as a function of (n/NT)(Nx)2 <x iy. The strength of the

magnetic field in the SN and SS case is Hi(r) = 0.1 and the lattice size is Nx = 20,

NT = 2000. The qualitative behavior for the different types of leads is consistent

with the result obtained from the large-n expansion, which is also shown with an

appropriate rescaling of the horizontal axis. The predicted behavior for small iy can

be found in Eqs. (4.42)-(4.44).

data for Hi = 1 are shown in Fig. 4.18. An extrapolation to un —* 0 is needed to

determine the dc-conductance. We used a parabolic fit to the lowest 5 Matsubara

points,

A
4e2
SK) « Csn - a(n/NT) + b(n/NT)2 (4.48)

which is also shown in the figure. Plotting the extrapolated values as a function of

1/NX one obtains the result presented in Fig. 4.19. The two data sets corresponding

to the two different boundary magnetic fields are seen to lie on straight lines which,

within error-bars, intersect at the origin (which corresponds to a chain of infinite

length). Our Monte Carlo results therefore support Sachdev's claim of a universal

conductance. In contrast to the large-n expansion results [17], which also suggest

universality, we are able to determine the value of Csn, namely Csn ^ 1-55 ± 0.10.

With Eqs. (4.40) and (4.38) we therefore conclude that the universal value of the

dc-conductance at the quantum critical point for a nano-wire with mixed (SN) leads

is
Ae2

g(u^0) = ^-x 1.55(10). (4.49)
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Figure 4.18: Extrapolation to un —> 0 using parabolic fits to the lowest five Matsu¬

bara points. The extrapolated value corresponds to Csn- These data have been ob¬

tained for Hi = 1 and Hr = 0.

0.12

Figure 4.19: Extrapolation of the dc-conductance Csn to the universal scaling limit

Nx — co. The quantum Monte Carlo parameters are as in the text, with (Hi, Hr) =

(1,0) and (10,0), respectively. Our results are consistent with a universal value

Csn = 1.55 ±0.10.



Chapter 5

Single electron box

5.1 Effective charging energy

In section 2.4 we have shown the circuit diagram for a single electron box (see

Fig. 2.3) and derived the effective action for such a device from a microscopic

theory. It corresponds to the action of a single dissipative quantum rotor (see also

section 3.4),

CU1 J V- /. ,\ V~> (£)2 cos(^ ~ <t>r)
,*u

S[®
=

-2ËCÂ-T X><«^
~

«W
~

«E sui2(%(j~f))
' (5-1}

with Ec denoting the bare charging energy of the box and a = ^^ the dimen-

sionless tunneling conductance. Several recent theoretical papers have addressed

the renormalization of the charging energy due to electron tunneling processes. The

resulting effective charging energy Ec can be computed from the distribution of

winding numbers u of the phase configurations {(fij\j = 1,..., N},

Ec ßEc

Perturbative expansions, valid for small values of a, yield [76]

^ = 1 - 2a + 1.27a2 - 0.182a3 + 0(a4). (5.3)
Ec

In order to treat the opposite limit of large tunneling conductance, various approa¬

ches have been proposed - with controversial results. While these analytical predic¬

tions agree on the leading exponential suppression of the effective charging energy,

fÇ = f(a)e-*2", (5.4)
tic

the pre-exponential factors, listed in Tab. 5.1, differ widely. Using an instanton ap¬

proach, Panyukov and Zaikin [77] obtain f(a) ~ a2, whereas Wang and Grabert [78]
find f(a) ~ a3. Lukyanov and Zamolodchikov [79] use a perturbative expansion in

(5.2)
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Table 5.1: Analytical predictions for the leading correction to the exponential sup¬

pression, Eq. (5.4), of the effective charging energy in the limit of large a.

Ref. Method /(<*)

[771 instanton 47r4a2

[781 instanton 167r6a3

[79] perturbation theory 87T6a3(l-(51oga)/(27r2a))
[38] RG ~ a

[80] real-time RG 0.5(7ra)65

1/a and propose an expression similar to Ref. [78], with an additional logarithmic
term. The renormalization group (RG) calculation by Hofstetter and Zwerger [38]

predicts a linear dependence, while the "real-time RG" approach of König and

Schoeller [80] leads to a pre-factor f(a) ~ a6,5 in the limit of large a.

Several attempts to resolve this issue by numerical simulations [38, 81, 82] have

failed because of size constraints and the inability to reach the asymptotic regime

where the exponential factor in Eq. (5.4) dominates. Some of these Monte Carlo

results even seemed to disagree for intermediate values of the tunneling conduc¬

tance a.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide accurate data far into the strong tun¬

neling regime, enabling us to test the predictions from the various analytical approa¬

ches. We observe two distinct behaviors, depending on the inverse temperature ß

and the tunneling strength a. If ßEc <£ 1, multiple phase slip paths get suppressed
and we find a pre-exponential factor, which roughly agrees with the single-instanton

predictions [77]. In the limit ßEc 2> 1, which is relevant for the comparison with

analytical results for zero temperature, we find f(a) ~ a5. This result disagrees

with all the predictions in Tab. 5.1.

5.2 Simulation results

In most of the following analysis, we use path integral Monte Carlo simulations to

study the action (5.1), employing the cluster algorithms explained in section 3.2

[14, 48] to reduce auto-correlation times. The efficient treatment of long-range inter¬

actions proposed by Luijten and Blöte [15] (see section 3.2.3 for details) reduces the

time for a cluster update to 0(NlogN), where N = ßf'At is the number of time

slices. This allows us to simulate chains of up to 107 spins, which is three orders of

magnitude larger than the systems which have previously been studied.

Simulations for AtEc — 0.5, 0.125, 0.05 and 0.005 produce essentially the same

results for the latter three values of the discretization step (especially for large

a, which is the limit of interest). We therefore consider an extrapolation in At

unnecessary for the purpose of this study and present data for ArEG = 0.05, unless

otherwise stated. With this choice of At, the cluster algorithm allows us to simulate

the single-electron box down to temperatures ßEG ~ 104. However, for large a, the

fraction of paths with winding number different from zero decreases ~ exp(—?r2a).
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Due to this rapidly deteriorating efficiency, the cluster algorithm can only be used

in the range 0 < a < 3. Larger tunneling strengths are accessible with the transition

matrix Monte Carlo approach, which was presented in section 3.4.

5.2.1 Leading exponential behavior

The range of applicability of the different simulation methods is illustrated in

Fig. 5.1, where we plot the effective charging energy as a function of tunneling

conductance for ßEG = 5 103. While cluster updates allow to compute accurate

data at small and intermediate values of a, they lose their effectiveness around

Ec/Ec f« 10-8 or a « 3. On the other hand, the kink-updates of the transition

matrix Monte Carlo approach enable us to cover tunneling strengths beyond a = 9,

which corresponds to EC/EG ~ 10~34. This highly sensitive method allows us to

clearly observe the theoretically predicted exponential suppression (5.4) of the effec¬

tive charging energy. For comparison, we also plot some results from local update

simulations [81, 82], Although these simulations were performed on much smaller

lattices, they merely reached Ec/Ec « 10~2.

5.2.2 Weak and intermediate tunneling

While the weak tunneling regime can be treated perturbatively, few theoretical

results exist for the experimentally accessible intermediate region. Since previous

Monte Carlo simulations [82, 81, 38] seemed to disagree in this region, we plot our

data for weak and intermediate tunneling in Fig. 5.2. The third order perturbation

result (5.3) reproduces our data for ßEc = 5 • 103 and At = 0.005 up to a = 0.6

(the data for At = 0.05 are shifted to slightly larger Ec/Ec). Also shown in Fig. 5.2

are results for lower and higher temperature and the data of Ref. [81] and Ref. [82].
The results in Ref. [81] were obtained for ßEc = 5 • 102 and are consistent with our

data. The, larger time step AtEg = 0.2 used in their simulation may be the reason

for the tendency to somewhat larger values of Ec- The systematically lower values

in Ref. [82] were computed at higher temperature, ßEc = 102, which explains the

discrepancy.
Around a « 0.6 the system enters an intermediate tunneling regime, where

perturbation theory fails but the asymptotic formulas for large tunneling are not yet

valid. The exponential suppression of the effective charging emerges above a « 1.5

(see Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). This strong tunneling region cannot be accessed by local

update schemes.

5.2.3 Strong tunneling and crossover

In order to determine the pre-exponential factor f(a) in Eq. (5.4), we multiply

the data with exp(7r2a). The value 7r2a corresponds to the (long-range) action of

an optimal phase slip path (3.64) in the limit ß — co and At —* 0. Since the

leading power of the pre-exponential factor will depend sensitively on the value of

this exponent, one might wonder whether the discretization of imaginary time leads
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Figure 5.1: Effective charging energy for ßEc = 5 • 103 computed using cluster

updates and kink updates. Previously published results obtained by means of local

update schemes are shown for comparison.
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Figure 5.2: Effective charging energy in the weak and intermediate tunneling regime.

The black lines show the first-, second- and third-order perturbation results of

Eq. (5.3). The data for ßEc = 5 • 103 were computed with At = 0.005 in order

to reduce the energy shift due to discretization effects.
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to a significant change. For our values of ß and At, however, we found that periodic
versions of the paths (3.64), with A > 10ß/N, have an action, which deviates very

little from 7r2a, and that this potential source of error can be neglected.
In Fig. 5.3, we plot cluster Monte Carlo results for ßEc = 5 • 102, 5 103, 5 • 104

and 5-105. The lowest temperature was computed with AtEc = 0.2, the others with

AtEc = 0.05. Also shown in Fig. 5.3 are the asymptotic predictions from several

analytical calculations. The line with slope 2 (in the log-log plot) is the result of

Panyukov and Zaikin [77], those with slope 3 were predicted in Refs. [78] and [79]
while the line with slope 6.5 shows the asymptotic form of the "real time RG" result

by König and Schoeller [80]. Hofstetter and Zwerger [38] predict a slope of 1, but

not the pre-factor.
As the tunneling strength a increases, the effective charging energy Ec(a) gets

reduced and for fixed temperature one observes a crossover from intermediate tun¬

neling behavior, where ßEc(a) » 1, to strong tunneling behavior in the region

ßEc(a) < 1, or equivalently for a fixed, from zero temperature behavior to an

intermediate temperature behavior. This crossover occurs around ßEc(ct) = 1 and

is clearly visible in Fig. 5.3. For the temperatures plotted in this figure, the crossover

condition corresponds to a-values in the range 1.4 < a < 2.2.

Zero temperature regime, ßEc > 1

Theoretical predictions for zero temperature have to be compared to the Monte

Carlo data in the zero temperature (intermediate tunneling) limit ßEc ^ ßEc S>

1. Because of size restrictions we can only obtain "zero temperature" results for

a < 1.6. These data points can be fitted with a power-law as indicated by the

dotted line in Fig. 5.3. It corresponds to a pre-exponential factor

f(a) ~ a5. (5.5)

Because this fit is performed in the region of intermediate tunneling strengths,

it is possible that the slope of the zero-temperature curve will decrease and even¬

tually approach for example the solution of Lukyanov and Zalomodchikov [79], The

calculation of Ref. [80] overestimates the exponent, whereas the result of Ref. [77]
is too low. It is even more unlikely that the zero-temperature curve will approach

the slope 1 predicted by Ref. [38]. The latter RG-calculation was based on the as¬

sumption that the winding number remains unchanged under renormalization, which

appears incorrect, as can be seen in Fig. 3.7.

Intermediate temperature regime, ßEc <£ 1

In the intermediate temperature (strong-tunneling) region ßEc 3> 1 » ßEc, the

pre-exponential factor can be fitted to a shifted parabola

f(a) ~ a2 + const. (5.6)

In Fig. 5.4 we show these parabolic fits for ßEc = 5 102, 5 103 and 5 104.

Upon close inspection, these data show some intriguing features. At certain values
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Figure 5.3: Correction to the exponential behavior (5.4) at intermediate and large

tunneling conductance and comparison with analytical predictions. A crossover from

intermediate tunneling (zero temperature) behavior to strong tunneling (interme¬
diate temperature) behavior occurs at ßEc(a) « 1.
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Figure 5.4: The pre-exponential factors in the strong tunneling regime ßEc(a) < 1

can be fitted by shifted parabolas, Eq. (5.6). The vertical line segments indicate the

values of a, where the occupation of winding number sector 1 or 2 vanishes (see

Fig. (5.5)). Data points marked with full circles show the results for ßEc = 5 • 103

computed by the transition matrix method, which considers configurations with

kink-anti-kink pairs.
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of a (indicated by the vertical line segments in Fig. 5.4), the slope seems to change

suddenly and the quality of the data deteriorates. This feature is a result of the sup¬

pression of multiple-kink paths. As a is increased, the occupation of higher winding

sectors is reduced and for a finite number of measurements it will eventually vanish.

The visible change in slope occurs at the value of a, where multiple-kink paths get

completely suppressed.
To illustrate this point, we plot in Fig. 5.5 the occupation probabilities of the

lowest three winding number sectors as a function of a. The positions, where the

winding numbers 2 and 3 get suppressed, are marked by the vertical line segments in

Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. The transition matrix Monte Carlo data for very large tunneling

strength are consistent with the parabolic fit to the cluster Monte Carlo data, as

shown in Fig. 5.6.

The instanton calculations [77, 78] neglect the interactions between phase-slips.

This is probably the reason why they predict a pre-exponential factor which is

roughly consistent with the simulation results in the large tunneling (intermediate

temperature) region, where multiple phase slips no longer contribute. In the zero

temperature regime ßEc » 1, however, multiple-kink configurations are abundant

(see Fig. 5.5). The considerably different slope in this region leads to the conclusion,

that interactions between phase slips are important. They should be considered in

a theory which attempts to predict the pre-exponential factor f(a) for the single-

electron box at zero temperature.
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function of tunneling strength. As a increases, higher winding number configurations
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Figure 5.6: Pre-exponential factor of the effective charging energy in the intermediate

and strong tunneling regime. The parabolic fit to the cluster Monte Carlo data (see

Fig. 5.4) is consistent with the data obtained from the transition matrix approach

even at much higher tunneling conductance.



Chapter 6

Resistively shunted Josephson

junctions

6.1 Single junction

In section 2.3 we derived the effective action for a single resistively shunted Josephson

junction, which is one of the simplest and most-studied examples of a dissipation

coupled mesoscopic quantum device. The effective action (2.58), expressed in terms

of the phase difference <p across the junction, reads (h = 1)

S[(fi] = j
Jo

ß

dT
1 (dA)2.EjCOS{(j))

16Ec\dT/

+8W0 Jo

ß ^/m2aw
„
Mr'W*

,,^/ß)2(m-<ß(r')y ,6 n

**2Jo Jo sin((7r//3)(T-T'))2
'

^ j

Ec and Ej denote the capacitive energy and the Josephson coupling energy, respec¬

tively and a = Rq/Rs is a parameter which measures the dissipation strength. Rs

is the resistance of the (macroscopic) parallel shunt and Rq = h/Ae2 the quantum

of resistance. The dissipative quantum phase transition in such a device was first

discussed by Schmid [26], whose work was then improved and extended by several

authors [27, 28, 29, 30, 2].
A major result of this thesis is the development of rejection-free cluster-updates

for the efficient Monte Carlo simulation of systems described by an action of the

type (6.1). This was achieved by exploiting the symmetries of the potential and

introducing spin-like variables, as detailed in section 3.3. In this section, we will

demonstrate the performance of this algorithm by presenting the first reliable nu¬

merical results confirming conjectured properties of the Schmid transition. Then we

will show our data for the correlation exponent, which strongly suggest that the

Schmid transition is not controlled by a single fixed point, but that the phase boun¬

dary is a line of fixed points with continuously varying exponents. This unexpected

result demonstrates how advanced numerical techniques can reveal interesting new

physics even in well-studied models.
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6.1.1 Superconductor-to-metal transition

We will first consider the localization transition at intermediate values of the Joseph-

son coupling energy. Theoretically, this transition is predicted to occur at a = 1 in

the limit of large or small Ej/Ec, as discussed in section 2.3.2. It was conjectured
that its position is in fact independent of Ej/Ec, so that the phase diagram is the

one shown in Fig. 2.2. Local update Monte Carlo simulations have recently been

used in Ref. [83] to investigate the transition at intermediate coupling energy. These

authors plotted (((fi — (fi)2) as a function of dissipation strength a and claimed that

the slope of such curves changes abruptly at the critical value ac = 1. In Fig. 6.1 we

show our data for the same parameter values as in Ref. [83]. The lowest temperature

(ßEc = 50) is clearly beyond the limit, which can be reliably simulated with local

updates, and the resulting large autocorrelation times are presumably the reason for

the misleadingly small error-bars in the figures taken from Ref. [83]. With the cluster

algorithm, on the other hand, it is possible to obtain highly accurate data in this

temperature range, but no sudden change in slope can be seen. Even at considerably

lower temperatures, (((fi — 0)2) changes smoothly around a = 1, and the method of

Ref. [83] cannot be used to determine the critical point.

Instead, we plot (((fi — <^>)2) as a function of the inverse temperature ß. For a = 1

one observes an increase proportional to logßEG. Below a = 1 the fluctuations

grow faster than logarithmically and hence diverge (metallic phase), whereas above

a = 1 the phase fluctuations presumably saturate at some finite value corresponding

to a localized configuration (superconductivity). This is illustrated in Fig. 6.2 for

Ej/Ec — 1 and a similar result was found for Ej/Ec = 2. The simulation results

shown here were obtained for AtEc = 0.25, so the inverse temperature is related

to the lattice size by ßEc = N/4. The qualitatively same behavior was observed for

AtEc = 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625 and 0.03125 both with and without a short-range

cutoff in the dissipation term.

6.1.2 Temperature dependence of the zero bias resistance

Another method to locate the phase boundary is to look at the Fourier transform

(#)w„ of (<^(O)0(T)) as was d°ne in R-efs- i2^' 84]. At low temperature the Matsubara

frequencies un = %* are densely spaced and it becomes possible to determine the

zero bias resistance R from an extrapolation to n = 0,

A
= limil^K^. = limMge'^(^). (6.2)

The critical value of a can be determined from the temperature dependence of

R. In the T = 0 superconducting phase, the resistance will decrease to zero with

decreasing temperature. If the junction turns insulating, the resistance will increase

and saturate at Rs, since electrons continue to flow through the shunt. In Fig. 6.3

we plot R(uu)/Rq = ^\^n\(4>(fi)uin for different temperatures and values of a. At

small wn, the curves for a > 1.025 and their extrapolations to n = 0 decrease with

decreasing temperature, while those for a < 0.975 increase.
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Figure 6.1: Mean phase fluctuation (((p - <p)2) = ((Ö(fi)2) as a function of a for

Ej/Ec = 2 and Ej/Ec = 0.75. The curves from top to bottom correspond to

/?£c = 50, 20 and 9, or N = 200, 80 and 36, respectively. The figures in the first

row are taken from Ref. [83], whose authors claimed that an abrupt change in slope

occurs at a = 1. In the second line we plot the much more accurate data obtained

with the new cluster algorithm, which show that no such discontinuity exists.

In order to make the above analysis more precise and quantitative, we performed

the extrapolation (6.2) using parabolic fits to the first five Matsubara points. The

values of R obtained by this procedure are plotted as a function of the inverse tempe¬

rature in Fig. 6.4. The transition at a = 1 (R decreasing with inverse temperature

above and increasing below the critical value) is clearly visible. Figs. 6.3 and 6.4

show the data for Ej/Ec = 1, but similar results were obtained for Ej/Ec = 2.

This is the first convincing numerical evidence that the phase transition occurs at

a — 1.00(2) for intermediate coupling strengths, which supports the conjecture that

ac does not depend on the value of the Josephson coupling (see Fig. 2.2).
For a > 1, Korshunov [85, 86] predicted a temperature dependence of the resis¬

tance of the form

R(T) ~ T2a~2. (6.3)
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Figure 6.3: R(uu)/Rq = ^|u/„|(<f><fi)Wn plotted as a function of un for different tem¬

peratures and dissipation strengths a. Ej/Ec = 1 and the values of a are (from top

to bottom): 0.9, 0.95, 0.975, 1, 1.025, 1.05, 1.1 and 1.2.
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Figure 6.4: Zero bias resistance as a function of temperature for Ej/Ec = 1 and

several values of the dissipation strength. The superconductor-to-metal transition

at a = 1 is clearly visible because the resistance for a > 1 decreases with decreasing

temperature and for a < 1 increases with decreasing temperature.
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Figure 6.5: Zero bias resistance as a function of temperature for Ej/Ec = 1 and

several values of the dissipation strength. From top to bottom, the data points

correspond to a = 0.9, 0.95, 0.975, 1, 1.025, 1.05, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6. The

lines show a fit of the power-law (6.3) for a > 1.
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In a recent numerical study [84], a temperature dependence incompatible with

Eq. (6.3) was found and the authors even observed a strong dependence of the

power-law exponent on the Josephson energy. However, these data were obtained

at rather high temperature, where Eq. (6.3) may not be valid. At the much lower

temperatures accessible with the cluster algorithm, we find a good agreement with

Eq. (6.3). For Ej/Ec = 1 this is illustrated in Fig. 6.5 by the curves proportional
to ß~(2a~2S>. A similar agreement was found for Ej/Ec = 2.

6.1.3 Correlation exponent

Interestingly, although the critical value ac = 1 is independent of Ej/Ec, we find

continuously varying exponents along the phase transition line. As in Ref. [61] we

consider the exponents r](q) defined as

(exp(zg(^-4>0)))~T-2^), (6.4)

where q is a non-integral real number. In the metallic phase, where the Josephson

coupling Ej scales to zero, 77(g) depends only on a and q, but not on Ej/Ec- We

verified the independence from Ej/Ec as well as the scaling 77(c) ~ q2 predicted by

the Gaussian fixed points for a < 1. In the superconducting phase (a > 0), where

4>(t) is localized, the zero-temperature expectation value (exp(iq(fiT)) is non-zero,

and we observe a power-law decay of the connected correlation function:

(exp(iq((fiT - (fio))) - |(exp(z#T))|2 ~ t"2^. (6.5)

In contrast, on the phase boundary (a = 1) we find that 77(c) depends exponentially

on Ej/Ec as

77(c) ~exp(-cEj/Ec), (6.6)

with c « 1.85 for the measured values q = 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5. The qualitatively
different behavior is illustrated in Fig. 6.6. Note that the logarithmic growth of the

mean phase fluctuations implies that \(exp(iq(fiT))\2 — 0 for T = 0 at the critical

point, so the correlation function (6.4) must be used.

In Fig. 6.7 we plot the exponent %„ derived from a fit to the function

/sin(T) = a/sin(7rT/^)2"-. (6.7)

While the value of r}powet obtained from a fit to

/Power(r) = a(T~2r>*° + (ß - r)"2*«) (6.8)

is different, as shown in Fig. 6.8, the qualitative features remain the same: no de¬

pendence of the exponent on Ej/Ec in the metallic phase, whereas Eq. (6.6) holds

along the phase boundary (with the same value of c). The dashed lines for a = 0.7,

a = 0.9 and a = 1.0 show the results for N = AßEc = 1600, the solid lines cor¬

respond to 4ßEc = 6400. In the metallic phase (a < 1), deviations from the zero

temperature behavior can be observed near the phase transition line, but the data

on the phase boundary (a = 1) do not change if the temperature is reduced by
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a factor of four. This indicates that the observed exponential dependence is not a

finite-temperature effect. We furthermore find the same behavior for AtEc = 0.25,

0.125 and 0.0625, as shown in Fig. 6.8, which means that discretization errors are

negligible.
Our result indicates that the Schmid transition is not controlled by a single fixed

point, but that the phase boundary is a line of critical points with continuously

varying exponents, and shows that a complete theoretical understanding of the re¬

sistively shunted junction model is still missing. The observation of continuously

varying exponents 77(c) already in a single junction may provide a natural explana¬

tion for the occurrence of such lines of critical points in arrays of coupled Josephson

junctions [61]. In section 6.2 we will study a system of two interacting Josephson

junctions and show that the critical behavior along the superconductor-to-normal
transition is (at least within the error-bars of our calculations) the same as in a

single junction.
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the correlations decay with the same exponent, as shown in the upper figure, while

on the phase boundary (a = 1, see lower figure) 77(9) depends exponentially on

Ej/Ec- Error-bars are of the order of the line thickness. The fit is to fs\.n(T) =

a/ sin(7TT/ß)2T,Bin.
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6.2 Two-junction model

6.2.1 Analytical predictions

Recently, Gil Refael and collaborators have studied a mesoscopic superconducting

grain which is connected to two superconducting leads via Josephson tunneling and

shunt resistors [87]. Their model is shown for the case of identical shunt resistors

in the upper part of Fig. 6.9. It consists of two Josephson junctions with coupling

energy Ej, each shunted with an Ohmic resistance R. On the central grain, the model

incorporates a "charge relaxation mechanism" (supposed to represent the break-up

of cooper pairs into electrons), which is described by an additional resistance r.

The imaginary-time effective action of such a device can be written as a functional

of the phase differences <pi and <fi2 across the first and second junction,

S^[MM = Sc[<fii,M + Sj[MM + SD[MM, (6-9)

where the charging term Sc, the Josephson coupling term Sj, and the dissipation

term Sd read

*fc.«-^jf*[($)% (£)]. («o

SMufa] = -EjJ dr[cos(0i) + cos(02)], (6.11)

Sd^^ = mC^Jo dTdTsin2((./ß)(T-T>))
x [R(Mr) - Mr'))2 + R(Mt) - Mr'))2

+r((Mr) + Mr)) ~ (Mr') + Mr')))2} • (6.12)

Ec = e2/2C is the charging energy of each junction and sets the overall energy scale,

while Ej denotes the Josephson coupling energy. We assume Ohmic dissipation in the

resistors, which is introduced using the model of Caldeira and Leggett, as discussed

in section 3.3 for the single resistively shunted junction.
The two-junction system with "charge relaxation" on the central grain, shown

in the upper part of Fig. (6.9), can be mapped (using the "Y-A" transformation

of resistor networks [87]) to the equivalent circuit illustrated in the lower part of

Fig. 6.9, where each junction is shunted by a resistor -function and the leads are

connected by an additional resistor iïlead, with

function = R + 2r, (6.13)

i?lead = (R/r)(R + 2r). (6.14)

In this latter form, we have investigated the two-junction system in an extensive

Monte Carlo study [20]. For simplicity, we implemented capacitive couplings between

the leads and central grain only and no Josephson coupling between the leads. Such

a coupling will be generated under renormalization. The system shown in Fig. 6.9

therefore represents a ring structure and contains most of the physics of a triangular
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Figure 6.9: Upper figure: Two-junction model considered in Ref. [87] with identi¬

cal shunt resistors R for the left and right junction. The dotted box represents the

central grain, which incorporates a phenomenological charge relaxation mechanism

described by the resistance r. Lower figure: Equivalent model with modified shunt

resistors -function = R + 2r and an additional resistor i?iea,d = (R/r)(R + 2r) con¬

necting the leads ("Y—A" transform of the resistor network [87]).

lattice, whose bonds form Josephson junctions. In fact, it was argued in Ref. [61] that

the phase transition in such an array is local. Furthermore, Refael and collaborators

in Ref. [88] claim that the model (6.9) has almost the full complexity of a one-

dimensional chain of shunted grains with "charge relaxation".

Dissipation produced by electrons flowing through the resistors reduces phase

fluctuations between the superconducting islands which they connect. This is obvious

from expression (6.12) of the dissipation term and explains how strong dissipation

leads to superconducting phase coherence. Depending on the values of function and

i?iead> three different states may occur:

1. The individual junctions are insulating and there is no super-current from lead

to lead: Normal phase (N),

2. The junctions are superconducting and thus also the whole device from lead

to lead: Fully Superconducting phase (SC),

3. The individual junctions are insulating but there is superconducting phase

coherence from lead to lead: SC* phase.
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Figure 6.10: Phase diagram in the limits Ej/Ec <C 1 (solid lines) and Ej/Ec 3> 1

(solid and dashed lines). Besides the superconducting (SC) and metallic (N) phase,

the two-junction system can be in a state which is superconducting from lead to

lead, although the individual junctions are insulating (SC*).

The phase diagram for the limiting cases Ej < Ec and Ej > Ec has been

computed in Ref. [87] and is shown in Fig. 6.10 as a function of the original resis¬

tances R and r. The boundary between the SC- and N-phase shifts as a function of

Ej/Ec- It was claimed in Ref. [87] that the behavior of the system in this region is

controlled by an intermediate coupling fixed point, which is not present in the single

junction model. We will, however, show that the critical properties and the location

of the SC-N phase transition can be understood from the physics of a single resis¬

tively shunted junction, which was investigated in the previous section and found to

exhibit a line of fixed points with continuously varying exponents.

6.2.2 Adapted cluster moves

Monte Carlo simulations of the two-junction model, as shown in the lower part of

Fig. 6.9, can be performed using variants of the local and cluster updates presented

in section 3.3. (see also Ref. [20]). Because of the additional resistance connecting the

leads, we will not be able to devise a rejection-free cluster algorithm as in the case

of a single junction. We will propose instead different types of cluster moves, which

take into account either the contributions to the action associated with function
and the capacitance, or the contribution from -Riead- In either case, a Metropolis

test with the change in the neglected part of the action is necessary. Nevertheless,

the proposed cluster moves allow an efficient Monte Carlo sampling of the phase

configurations.

1 1 T— 1
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N

RQ=r+R/2
--*

SC

\ Ej^Ec
\. \ D
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The imaginary time is divided into N time slices of size At = ^ and the variables

(fiizn and Mn, n = 1,- ,N (phase differences across the junctions at the discrete

times Tn = tiAt) are used to represent the phase configuration. We implemented
the following types of Monte Carlo updates:

1. Single junction local updates

Local updates in Fourier-space are proposed in one of the junctions and sub¬

jected to a first Metropolis test involving the change in the Josephson coupling

energy, as detailed in section 3.3.1. Those moves which pass this first test can

be accepted with probability

p = min(l, exp(-ASiead)), (6-15)

where A5iead denotes the cost in action associated with the last term in

Eq. (6.12),

Si«d =
f° f dTdT,{7r/mi<PliT) + 02(r)) " {MT,) + MT>)))I

JoRleaäJo Sin2((7T//3)(T-T'))
(6.16)

Single junction cluster updates

A cluster of connected sites is constructed in one of the junctions as outlined

in section 3.3.2. The change in the 5iead contribution (6.16) must be calculated

and the cluster move accepted with probability

p = min(l, exp(-ASiead)). (6.17)

Compensated single junction cluster updates

The SC*-phase is characterized by phase coherence between the leads (MT) +

(fi2 (t) »s const) but strong fluctuations of the variables </>i(f) and Mr) (insu¬

lating junctions). Therefore, the fluctuations in the two junctions essentially

compensate each other and efficient updates in the SC*-phase should take this

constraint into account.

In a compensated single junction cluster update, a cluster of connected sites is

constructed in one of the junctions as outlined in section 3.3.2, and an equal,

but opposite move proposed for each phase variable in the other junction.

Since A(fii + A(fi2 = 0, there is no cost in action associated with the Siead-term.

However, there is a cost in action, AS0j, associated with the contribution from

the other junction (hence the notation "oj"),

Ruction Jo SHl2((lT/ß)(T-T'))

The compensated cluster move should therefore be accepted with probability

p = min(l, exp(-ASoj)). (6.19)
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4. Two-junction cluster updates

A random site n^s is picked and an axis nf*18 in each of the two junctions

chosen among the two closest to (fii(Tnaxis), such that n^ir < <fii,n**it ano^

naxiS7r > 02,naxis or vice versa. Relative coordinates 0f"s = (fii — nf°s7r are

introduced in both junctions and a cluster of sites connected to the root site

nroot is constructed using the bond probabilities

p(k,l) = max(0,1 - exp(-A5M)), (6.20)

where the cost in action of breaking a bond, ASkj, is defined as

ASk, = J2 (5W?. "C'8) - S($?> #?)) = 89(k -l) Y #?#?
i=l,2 »=1,2

(6.21)

In the above expression, g(j) is the kernel (j ^ 0)

^ = m^v*+Sj>N~l] +
s^iWo» m(*/nw

(6-22)

Hence, in contrast to the single junction case, a cluster can contain relative

phase variables of both signs, as illustrated in Fig. 6.11. The cluster building

process (6.21) takes into account the capacitive, dissipative and Josephson con¬

tributions from both junctions, but not the dissipative contribution from Siead-

A two-junction cluster move therefore can only be accepted with probability

p = min(l,exp(-ASlead)). (6.23)

6.2.3 Phase diagram

We have used these efficient Monte Carlo moves in our simulations of the two-

junction model. The purpose was to test the theoretical predictions in Ref. [87],
which were outlined in section 6.2.1. We will first identify the three phases SC, N

and SC* and map out the phase diagram sketched in Fig. 6.10 for an intermediate

value (Ej/Ec = 1) of the Josephson coupling.

We shall use the resistance at imaginary frequencies to identify the state of con¬

ductance between the leads and from the leads to the central grain. The imaginary

frequency resistance is defined as in Eq. (6.2),

^ = -KKW)«*., (6-24)

where un = (27m)//? denotes a Matsubara frequency and (<p4>)Un the Fourier trans¬

form of the phase-phase correlation function (<P(0)<(>(t)) ((fi = (fii in the case of

conductance from lead to central grain and <p = (fii + (fi2 for the conductance from

lead to lead).
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Figure 6.11: Illustration of the two-junction cluster updates. The axis is chosen at a

symmetry point of the potential neighboring <fii,naxlB («axis is a random site indicated

by the empty square), but on opposite sides in the junctions i = 1 and i = 2.

A second random site nroot (indicated by the filled square) is picked as the root

site of the cluster. The sites connected to the root site are determined using the

bond probabilities (6.20) and are marked with filled dots. The new configuration

is obtained by flipping the cluster around the axis. In other words, the spin-like

variables defined relative to the axis (and shown as an arrow on the first site) are

inverted during a cluster update.
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In Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 we show the result of such an analysis obtained for

Ej/Ec = 1 and AtEc = 0.25. The interpretation of the data is the same as in

the single-junction case discussed in section 6.1. Figure 6.12 shows the transition

across the SC-N phase boundary at r = 0.3. The different sets of curves correspond

to different values of R and the different lines in each set of curves to different

temperatures. Only the lowest 10 Matsubara frequencies are shown (see Fig. 6.3 for

the analogous plot of the single-junction data, where the different temperatures are

plotted with different symbols). Extrapolating these curves to un —> 0 yields the zero

bias resistance, which decreases to zero with decreasing temperature in the T = 0

superconducting state. If the junction turns insulating with decreasing temperature,

the resistance increases and eventually saturates at the value r + R (from lead to

central grain) or 2R (from lead to lead). It is obvious from the data in Fig. 6.12,

that the transition occurs simultaneously in the individual junctions and between

the leads, in accordance with theoretical predictions.

Figure 6.13 shows the transition across the SC*-N phase boundary at t/Rq = 1.1.

First of all, we note that the data for R/Rq < 0.5 clearly prove the existence

of the SC*-phase. While the individual junctions turn insulating as T —» 0, the

resistance from lead to lead decreases to zero as the temperature decreases (T = 0

superconductivity). If R is increased, however, the device undergoes a (lead to lead)

superconductor-to-metal transition at R/Rq = 0.5, as predicted by theory.

Repeating this type of analysis for several values of r, we could map out the phase

diagram which is shown for Ej/Ec = 1 in Fig. 6.14. As expected, the SC-N phase

boundary lies somewhere in between the limiting values calculated analytically (see

Fig. 6.10) for Ej/Ec > 1 and Ej/Ec < 1, which are indicated by the dotted lines.

Overall, we find a good agreement with the theoretically predicted phase diagram,

except that the point, where the three phases meet, appears to be shifted to a

somewhat larger value of R and a smaller value of r. In this region, crossover effects

are important and determining the phase from finite-temperature simulations can

be misleading. In Ref. [20], these deviations from the theoretically predicted phase

diagram are consistently explained as crossover effects, which reveal the existence of

the intermediate coupling fixed point.
As the Josephson coupling strength Ej is increased from zero to infinity, the

SC-N phase boundary shifts from the weak coupling to the strong coupling limit

indicated in Fig. 6.10. This behavior can be seen in Fig. 6.15, which shows a cut

across the critical surface at t/Rq = 0.5.

6.2.4 Superconductor-to-metal transition

According to Ref. [87], the transition across the SC-N phase boundary is controlled

by an intermediate coupling fixed point. Associated with this fixed point (or rather

line of fixed points) is a continuous change of critical exponents with the Josephson

coupling strength Ej/Ec and the drift of the phase boundary illustrated in Fig. 6.15.

In section 6.1 and Ref. [19], however, we presented the somewhat unexpected result,

that even the phase transition in the single resistively shunted junction is controlled

by a line of fixed points and that not only the critical amplitudes (such as the
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Figure 6.12: Imaginary frequency resistances for t/Rq = 0.5 and ßEc = 25, 50,

100, 200, 400, 800 and 1600. The different set of curves correspond (from bottom to

top) to R/Rq = 0.5, 0.6, 0.625, 0.65, 0.675, 0.7 and 0.75. The upper figure shows

the resistance from lead to central grain, the lower figure the resistance from lead

to lead. In both cases the SC-N phase transition occurs at R/Rq « 0.65.
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Figure 6.13: Imaginary frequency resistances for r/RQ = 1.1 and ßEc = 25, 50, 100,

200, 400, 800 and 1600. The different set of curves correspond (from bottom to top)

to R/Rq = 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55 and 0.6. The upper figure shows the resistance from

lead to central grain, the lower figure the resistance from lead to lead. For R/Rq <

0.5, the junctions are insulating, but the device from lead to lead is superconducting

(SC* phase).
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temperature behavior. We find a good agreement with theoretical predictions (dotted
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resistance at the critical point) depend on the Josephson coupling, but also the

correlation exponents.

Now we will show that all the critical amplitudes and critical exponents are

(within the error-bars of our Monte Carlo calculation) the same in the single junction
model with shunt resistance Rg = Rq and on the SC-N phase boundary of the two-

junction system, if the parameter Ej/Ec and the discretization step AtEc are

fixed at the same values. Even the location of the SC-N phase boundary can be

understood from a simple mean-field argument, which only involves the physics of

the single junction. These observations show that the line of fixed points in the phase

diagram of the single junction and the line of intermediate coupling fixed points of

Ref. [87] are closely related.

Critical amplitudes

To illustrate the identical critical amplitudes, we first consider the critical resistance

and plot in Fig. 6.16 the resistance from lead to central grain as a function of

inverse temperature for Ej/Ec = 1, t/Rq = 0.5 and R/Rq = 0.65, which is a

point on the SC-N phase boundary (see Fig. 6.14). Also shown in the figure is the

temperature dependence of the resistance in a single junction (with Ej/Ec — 1

and the same discretization step AtEc = 0.25) for several values of the shunt

resistance Rs. The curves from top to bottom correspond to Rq/Rs = 0.9, 0.95,

0.975, 1.0, 1.025, 1.05 and 1.1, respectively. For Rq/Rs > 1, the junction turns

superconducting as T —> 0, whereas for Rq/Rs < 1 it becomes insulating. A similar

behavior is observed in the two-junction system if one moves away from the critical

point into the superconducting or normal phase. At the critical point Rq/Rs = 1,

the resistance of the system (junction plus shunt resistor) is precisely the same as

the critical resistance from lead to central grain in the two-junction model.

To show that the value of this critical resistance does not vary along the SC-N

phase boundary for fixed Josephson coupling, we plot its value in Fig. 6.17 as a

function of r and compare it with the corresponding result for a single resistively

shunted junction.
Another quantity which we measured was the mean phase fluctuation ((</> — </>)2),

which we found in section 6.1 to grow proportional to the logarithm of the inverse

temperature at criticality. The same is true in the two-junction system. In Fig. 6.18

we plot (((fi — 0)2) as a function of inverse temperature. The lines show the data for

a single junction with the bold line marking the logarithmic growth of the phase

fluctuations at criticality. The diamonds, circles and triangles show the data obtained

from the two-junction system at criticality. They correspond to different points along

the SC-N phase boundary, with Ej/Ec = 1 as in the single junction case. The

uncertainty on the critical value of R has not been taken into account in the error-

bars of Fig. 6.18. This uncertainty explains the small deviations between the different

data sets. Again, we find complete agreement between the critical phase fluctuations

in a single junction and in the two-junction system.
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Figure 6.16: Critical lead-to-grain resistance as a function of inverse temperature

for Ej/Ec = 1 and AtEc = 0.25. The point r/RQ = 0.5, R/Rq = 0.65 on the

SC-N phase boundary has been selected (see Fig. 6.14). For comparison, we also

plot resistance-versus-temperature data for a single resistively shunted junction with

Ej/Ec — 1 and AtEc = 0.25. The values of the shunt resistance are (from top to

bottom) Rq/Rs = 0.9, 0.95, 0.975, 1.0, 1.025, 1.05, and 1.1, respectively. At the

phase transition point Rq/Rs — 1, the resistance of the single junction is exactly

the same as the critical lead-to-grain resistance in the two-junction system.
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Figure 6.17: Value of the critical lead-to-grain resistance along the SC-N phase

boundary for Ej/Ec = 1. The critical resistance does not depend on r and is the

same as in a single junction. The dotted lines indicated the error on the critical

resistance of the single resistively shunted junction with Ej/Ec = 1 and R^ = Rq.
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Critical exponents

Also the exponents r)(q), which we measured for several values of Ej/Ec, are iden¬

tical in both systems. We define the latter as in section 6.1 and Ref. [61] using the

correlation function

corrg(T) = (exp[iq((fi(T) - 0(0))]), (6.25)

with q some non-integral real number and (fi the phase difference across the junction.

In the normal phase and at criticality the correlations decay as

corr^O-T"2^, (6.26)

whereas in the superconducting phase one observes a power-law decay of the con¬

nected correlation function

corrf(T) = (exp[^(T) - (fi(0))\) ~ |(exp[z#(T)])|2. (6.27)

In Fig. 6.19 we plot corrg=i/4(T) for the Josephson coupling strengths Ej/Ec = 0.25,

0.5, 1, 2 (as in Fig. 6.15) and the corresponding critical resistances r = 0.5 and R =

0.5375(200), 0.5875(150), 0.650(20), 0.6875(200), respectively. We compare these

correlation functions to those obtained for a single junction at criticality (Ra = Rq)
for the same values of Ej/Ec and the same discretization step AtEc = 0.25. As can

be seen in Fig. 6.19 the correlation functions - and thus also the critical exponents

77(c) - completely agree for Ej/Ec = 2 and 1, while they agree within error-bars for

Ej/Ec = 0.5 and 0.25 (the dotted lines in the figure show the correlation functions

computed at R = uncritical ± error).
While the exponent 77(c) varies as a function of Ej/Ec in exactly the same way

as in a single junction, there is no dependence of this exponent for fixed Ej/Ec on

the values of r and R, that is on the position along the SC-N phase boundary shown

in Fig. 6.14.

Mean-field argument

The numerical evidence shown in Figs. 6.16-6.19 suggests that the SC-N phase tran¬

sition in the two-junction model can be understood on the basis of the single-junction

physics and that the Äj/ii^-dependence of the critical properties draw directly from

the corresponding dependence of critical amplitudes and exponents on the Josephson

coupling in the single junction case. To back up these claims with a testable theory

we will now provide a mean-field argument, which allows to predict the location of

the SC-N phase boundary at intermediate coupling from a knowledge of the critical

resistance of a single junction.
Consider first the single resistively shunted junction illustrated in Fig. 2.1 and

in the first row of Fig. 6.20. Since the critical resistance Rc(Ej/EG) of this device

is smaller than the critical shunt resistance Ra = Rq, we can associate an intrinsic

resistance
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Figure 6.18: Phase fluctuations (((fi—(fi)2) as a function of inverse temperature (lattice

size). The curves from top to bottom show the data for a single resistively shunted

junction with Rq/Rs = 0.9, 0.95, 1.0. 1.05, 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. The symbols

show the same quantity calculated in the two-junction model at criticality. Three

points along the FSC-NOR phase boundary have been chosen and all the data agree

with those of the single junction with Ej/Ec = 1 and AtEc = 0.25.
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Figure 6.19: Correlation function (6.25) for q = 0.25 and ßEc = 1600. From top

to bottom, the curves correspond to Ej/Ec = 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.25, respectively. The

solid lines show the exponents computed for the two-junction system and the dashed

lines those obtained for a single resistively shunted Josephson junction at criticality.

The dotted lines indicate the error on the two-junction calculation originating from

the uncertainty on the critical resistances.
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with the Josephson junction at the critical point. Assuming that the two junctions

in the model illustrated in Figs. 6.9 and 6.20 do not interact (hence the mean-field

nature of this argument), we can focus on one of the junctions and replace the other

at the critical point by a resistance with value (6.28). This allows to compute the

effective shunt resistance i?|ff seen by the junction as a function of Ej/Ec,

ßeff = R+
r(R + RI(EJ/Ec))
r + R + RjiEj/Ec)

r[RQR+(RQ~R)Rc(EJ/Ec)}
^

RQ(r + R) + (RQ-r- R)Rc(Ej/Ec)'
{ ' )

Knowing that the localization transition in this junction will occur when

Rf = Rq, (6.30)

independent of the value of Ej/Ec, we can find the expression for the phase boun¬

dary in the r-R plane. Solving Eq. (6.30) for r, one obtains

, , (Rq - R)(RRQ + (Rq - R)Rc(Ej/Ec))
r(*'Ej,Ec) =

RQ(2R~RQ)-2RRc(Ej/Ec)
(6-31)

This phase boundary is illustrated in Fig. 6.21 for Ej/Ec = 1 and compares well

with the Monte Carlo results. We used the average of the measured critical resis¬

tances along the SC-N phase boundary (see Fig. 6.17) and the largest and smallest

value compatible with these error-bars to estimate the error of the mean-field pre¬

diction (shown with dotted lines in Fig. 6.21).
For Ej/Ec —> co, the simulation data suggest Rc(Ej/Ec) —> 0 (as expected for

a superconducting junction), so that Eq. (6.31) reduces to

^») =^^- <6-32>

whereas for Ej/Ec —> 0, it seems that Rc(Ej/Ec) —* Rq (as expected for an

insulating junction), and we obtain

r(R,0) = RQ-R. (6.33)

The equations (6.33) and (6.32) correspond to the strong- and weak-coupling ex¬

pressions for the phase boundaries in Ref. [87], which are also shown in Fig. 6.10.

Hence the mean-field approach also predicts the correct behavior in the limiting

cases Ej/Ec —> oo and Ej/Ec —> 0.

The appearance of mean-field behavior in a system, whose interacting nature

was highlighted in Ref. [87], was certainly unexpected. Our ability to accurately

simulate resistively shunted Josephson junctions was instrumental in gaining these

new insights and will be essential in future research efforts aimed at understanding

the physics of the two-junction system.
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Figure 6.20: Illustration of the mean-field calculation for the SC-N transition in

the two-junction system. At the critical point, the Josephson junction acts as a

resistor, whose value Ri can be determined from the circuit on the top right and the

measured critical resistance Rc (see Eq. 6.28). An equation for the phase boundary

of two non-interacting junctions can be found by replacing one of them by a resistor

Ri and setting the effective shunt resistance Rf1 of the circuit within dashed lines

equal to Rq.
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Monte Carlo simulation results. The filled diamonds show the measured position

of the SC-N boundary and the open diamonds the locations of the SC*-N and SC-

SC* boundaries obtained for Ej/EG = 1 and AtEc = 0.25. Dashed lines indicate

the analytical predictions [87] for Ej/Ec —> 0 and Ej/Ec —> oo. The mean-field

prediction for Ej/Ec = 1 (solid line) is consistent with the Monte-Carlo data. The

dotted lines indicate the error due to the uncertainty on the single-junction critical

resistance.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this final chapter, we would like to summarize the main results of our efforts to

simulate environmentally coupled quantum systems, such as dissipative spin chains

or resistively shunted Josephson junctions.
As a warm-up problem, we studied the phase transition in a chain of Ising spins,

using standard cluster algorithms. Since the two spin states could represent for

example the two flux states in a SQUID, such a chain can be thought of as a

model for a qubit-register. The engineer of future qubit-memories will have to know

how spatial couplings (induced by stray fields) and the coupling to the dissipative

environment affect the information stored in the device. In the region of parameter

space where the spins order, phase coherence is lost and the memory cannot work.

The same is true in a locally critical phase, where each spin gets trapped in one

or the other of the two states. Rumors about the appearance of such a locally

critical phase, or at least a divergence of the dynamical critical exponent at large

dissipation strength, was the original motivation to study the Ising chain. Our careful

and detailed investigation however showed, that no locally critical phase exists and

that the second order phase transition from the disordered to the ordered state is

controlled by a single fixed point [16]. In particular, the dynamical critical exponent

does not diverge and takes the value z « 2. This finding, as well as the values of

z and the critical exponents 77 and u, were in remarkably good agreement with the

predictions from a dissipative çi>4-field theory [54, 17].
A similar agreement with Sachdev's analytical results was found for the chain of

dissipative XY-spins. This chain was studied in Ref. [17] as a model for a nano-wire

formed out of superconducting grains. In this model, the environment couples to

the spins, which represent the phases of the superconducting order parameters on

these grains. Besides the bulk phase transition, Sachdev studied the properties of fi¬

nite open chains using a large-n expansion (n is the number of spin components). He

found that the transport properties of these wires (with couplings fixed at the critical

values of the bulk theory) depend on the type of leads. If normal leads are attached

to the (infinite) wire, it becomes insulating, while superconducting leads turn the

whole device superconducting. For mixed leads (normal and superconducting), the

wire is metallic and its zero-bias conductance g(u —> 0) apparently universal, in

the sense that it does not matter how strongly the superconducting lead fixes the
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phase of the neighboring grain. Our simulation results indeed showed the predicted

behaviors for the three different combinations of leads and we were able to confirm

the conjectured universality of the conductance in the case of mixed leads, by simu¬

lating chains of different lengths for two values of the boundary ordering field [17].
The extrapolations to infinite chain length produced (within error-bars) the same

result: g(u -> 0) = (4e2/h) x 1.55(10).
In contrast to a single dissipative Ising spin, which exhibits a phase transition to

a localized state when the dissipation strength exceeds a critical value, there is no

such localization transition for a single quantum rotor. A single XY-spin, coupled

to an Ohmic heat bath, describes the physics of a single-electron box. Such a device

consists of a small-capacitance metallic island, which is connected to an outside lead

through a tunnel junction and via a capacitor to a gate, whose voltage allows to

control the number of electrons on the island. The large charging energy Ec affects

electron tunneling, which leads to Coulomb-blockade phenomena. If the tunneling

conductance a is not very small, quantum fluctuations become important and lead

to a renormalized effective charging energy Ec of the box. This effective charging

energy becomes exponentially small for large a: EC/EG = /(a)exp(—7r2a), where

the exponent ix2a corresponds to the action of a single instanton path (phase-slip)
at zero temperature.

Numerous analytical approaches have been used to calculate the asymptotic form

of the pre-factor f(a) in the limit of large a, resulting in at least five different predic¬

tions. This was our motivation to study the strong-tunneling behavior numerically.

The action describing the box can be expressed as a path integral over compact

phase configurations and the effective charging energy is proportional to the ex¬

pectation value of the winding number u squared, Ec = 2ir2(u2)Ec. In order to

compute Ec, one has to determine the distribution of winding numbers. Importance

sampling approaches face the problem that in the limit of large a, an exponentially

growing number of configurations with winding number uj = 0 will be generated for

each configuration with a non-zero winding number. In order to avoid this prob¬

lem, we developed a new simulation approach, which relies on the calculation of

transition probabilities between different winding number sectors. Since moves to

configurations with higher winding number are merely proposed, but not executed,

the potentially very small value of this transition probability does not matter. Never¬

theless, it is important to propose transitions to reasonable configurations. Since we

know the form of an optimal phase slip path, the strategy is to move from a given

winding sector to a neighboring winding sector by inserting or removing such phase-

slips.
We have tested the new Monte Carlo algorithm and found that it allows to

calculate Ec up to very large values of the tunneling conductance. The leading ex¬

ponential suppression, Ec/Ec ~ exp(-ir2a), can be traced over more then 34 orders

of magnitude - compared to 2 (8) orders of magnitude for path-integral Monte Carlo

simulations with local (cluster) updates. However, since low temperatures translate

into large vectors of (discretized) phase variables, the new method is still restricted in

the range of temperatures, which can be simulated. In fact, we observed a crossover

around ßEc(a) = 1 from a zero-temperature behavior (where ßEc(ot) > 1) to an
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intermediate temperature behavior (where ßEc(a) <£ 1). The latter regime is cha¬

racterized by the suppression of multiple-phase-slip paths and, not surprisingly, we

found a pre-exponential factor f(a) ~ a2, in agreement with analytical calculations

which neglect interactions between instantons. In the zero-temperature regime, we

observed a very different behavior, f(a) ~ a5, which is not consistent with any

of the theoretical predictions. Since multiple-phase-slip paths are abundant in this

region of parameter space, it is natural to conclude that the interactions between

instantons must be taken into account in the analytical calculations. So in this case,

beyond the usual verification or falsification of theoretical predictions by numerical

simulation, we were able to gain insight into the physics and learned why certain

approximations are likely to fail.

A major part of this thesis was devoted to the study of resistively shunted Joseph-

son junctions, consisting of an idealized Josephson contact and a parallel shunt re¬

sistor R$, through which electrons can flow and dissipate energy. This is a model for

realistic Josephson junctions in devices such as SQUIDs or between superconduc¬

ting grains in certain granular materials. The coupling to a dissipative environment

reduces fluctuations of the phase difference across the junction and hence helps

to stabilize the superconducting phase coherence. At zero temperature, and in a

single junction, this superconductor-to-metal transition (called Schmid-transition)
was predicted to occur at a well-defined value of the shunt resistance, independent of

the strength of the Josephson potential [26, 27]. More complicated phase diagrams
have been worked out for a two-junction system with an additional resistor between

the leads [87], and for Josephson junction arrays [88].
The purpose of our investigation was to test some of these predictions and conjec¬

tures numerically. It turned out that "state of the art" simulation approaches were

not powerful enough to simulate even a single resistively shunted Josephson junction

at temperatures low enough to determine the critical behavior. We therefore deve¬

loped a new cluster algorithm, which improves sampling efficiency by several orders

of magnitude. By exploiting the symmetries of the cosine-shaped Josephson poten¬

tial, we were able to map the action of the resistively shunted junction to a spin-like

system and construct clusters of sites, which could be updated in a rejection-free
manner. Methods to treat long-range interactions in spin systems efficiently could be

incorporated into this cluster algorithm and allowed the simulation of large systems

(low temperatures).
With this powerful algorithm at hand, we were able to test and verify numerous

conjectures about the superconductor-to-metal transition in a single junction: the

transition indeed occurs when the shunt resistance equals the quantum of resistance

Rq = h/4e2, even for intermediate strengths of the Josephson potential. Further¬

more, the temperature dependence of the resistance in the T = 0 superconducting

phase is proportional to T2(RQlR°~1\ as predicted in Refs. [85, 86]. We also observed

that the mean phase fluctuations at the critical point diverge proportional to the

logarithm of the inverse temperature. Plotting the phase fluctuations as a function

of ß would therefore be a simple and accurate way to locate the phase boundary.

Remarkably, on the phase transition line, we found continuously varying correlation

exponents. The exponent 77(c), defined through (exp(iq((pT - (po))) ~ t~2t>^ (where
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(fiT denotes the phase difference across the junction at imaginary time t and q is

some non-integral real number), turned out to decrease exponentially with increa¬

sing Josephson energy. Hence, it appears that the Schmid transition is in fact a line

of fixed points with continuously varying exponents. If this interpretation of our data

is correct, it means that a complete understanding of the superconductor-to-metal
transition is still missing and our work on Josephson junctions would be one of the

lucky examples, where a numerical investigation was able to identify interesting new

physics in a simple and well-studied model.

The observation of a line of fixed points in the phase diagram of the single junc¬
tion has important implications for the on-going discussion about the occurrence of

such lines of fixed points in Josephson junction arrays [61]. Also in a two-junction

system with additional resistance between the leads [87], a line of fixed points was

predicted to control the superconductor-to-metal transition. Our numerical calcu¬

lation however showed, that the critical properties in this interacting system are,

within error-bars, the same as in the single junction [20] and a mean-field theory

(which assumes independent junctions) was even capable of accurately predicting
the phase boundary for intermediate Josephson coupling. While it remains unclear

at the moment why this mean-field theory works so well, it shows that our ability to

simulate single junctions and extended systems with high precision has led to new

insights and will be important in future investigations.



Appendix A

Alternative expressions for the

damping term

In this appendix, we derive alternative expressions for the damping term in the

effective action of a dissipation coupled quantum system. In Eq. (2.41), the action

was written as

QE r-,_ V rßf\_,_,{*\2 (q(r) - q(r'))2
damp [q]^rnTdT.(*Y

«(r)-g(r
WJ 47r7o7o W (sm(||T-T'|))2

Real space

Assuming periodically continued configurations q(r) outside the interval [0, ß) it is

possible to extend the range of one of the integrals in Eq. (A.l) to (—00,00). To

this end we first calculate

fß /-00

/ dT dT'e-^-T\q(T)-q(T'))2 =
Jo J-00

= / dr Y / dT'e-^-T'+n®(q(T)-q(T'~nß))2
Jo n=-ooJ<>

ßß
°°

dTdT' Y e-^^l^'I^T) - q(T'))2, (A.2)
- -

n=-co

where in the last step we have used the /?-periodicity of q(r). The -K*>|r — t'\ in

the exponent holds if r — t' and n have opposite signs, the —u\t — t'| if they have

identical signs or n = 0. Since

oo oo 00

Ee-w\n\ße±u\T~T'\ _

V^ e-unßeu)\r-r'\ _ ew\r-r'\ + y^ e~u>nße~u\r-t'\

n——oo n=0 n=0

^|T"T1
_

h-t'i ,

e^'^l
=

coahMf - It - t'\))
e^|T-T

I ,

1 - e-"0 1 - e-»!* sinh(u/§)
(A.3)
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one finds the identity

Jo J-oo Jo Jo smh(u;§)
(A.4)

From Eqs. (2.40) and (A.4) we obtain

„ fß fOO fOO

Slmp[q] = i~l dTJ JT'Jo ^e^|T"T,|(^)"^'))2. (A.5)

The w-integral can readily be performed to yield (t — t')-2 and the final result

becomes

W«l -

S J * y__ dr
{t_^)2

. (A.6)

Fourier space

In some cases (examples are the RG calculations in section 2.3.2 and appendix B

or the efficient evaluation of the action (3.56) of a single electron box) it is useful

to express the damping term in Fourier space. For simplicity, we will calculate the

corresponding expression in the limit ß —* oo. Since ç(t) is assumed to be /3-periodic,

we find from Eq. (A.6)

,(«W-«)'
itju\<a =

^±j'_*jym^ :2

4nJL•L>^£$fl.
]

(A,)

The two terms obtained by multiplying out (ç(t) — q(r'))2 in Eq. (A.7) will be

evaluated separately after regularization. The contribution from q2(t) and q2(r') is

=

* rjTq{T)2=* r^"^2- (a-8)

The calculation of the mixed term is slightly more involved. Here, we explicitly
introduce the (asymmetric) Fourier transforms by substituting

q(r) = ^£ due^q(u) (A.9)

and obtain

ijTdTdT' *<ya
-

JL ItirdTdT'^' «^ A«)^)
I-kJLvo (T-T')2 + 62 WjJJLvo (T-T')2 + e2^

-

^SSL
dT'dudw'ei{w+w')T'- q(u)q(u').

(A. 10)
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In the last step we used

dT4r~2 = «-—• (A-n)
oo

r +e e

The T'-integral is now readily performed since

/oo dTe^r = 2tt6(u). (A. 12)
00

Noticing that q(-u>) = q*{u) and expanding ^-^- — j
- \u\ + 0(e), we thus find

- ££.m*oi»-£/>mi«mi».
(A.13)

The terms proportional to e-1 cancel when we take the difference (A.8) — (A.13).
Hence, in the limit ß — oo, the damping term in Fourier space reads

Sg^W-^J^MuM»)?- (A.14)



Appendix B

Localization transition at large

Josephson coupling energy

In this appendix we use a duality transformation to show that the superconductor-to-
metal transition in a resistively shunted Josephson junction occurs at a = Rq/Rs =

1 in the limit Ej » A, where A is a high-frequency cutoff which sets the energy

scale.

The action (2.58) is the sum of two terms describing the Josephson junction and

Ohmic dissipation in the shunt resistor:

o = Oj 4* op,

s< = ldAMtf-E^
Sd -

8n~2 Jd«,\»\\m\2, (B.i)

see also Eq. (2.60). Following the discussion in Ref. [31], we first remark that a

large Josephson coupling energy Ej leads to instanton-like trajectories. Denoting

the short-range contribution Sj to the action of such an instanton trajectory by Sjnst
and ignoring the effect of instanton interactions on Sj, we can write the partition

function for a dilute gas of instantons as (ß —> oo)

00 /-OO fT2

Z = YvnY dT---- dTie-SDl«W<>], (B.2)
n=0 {ei}

^ JO

y = e-sT\ (B.3)

MuTi}(r) = Yei^st^T~Ti^ (B-4)
i

where (p-ms^r) is an instanton trajectory which switches from (fi = 0 to (fi = 2ir

around t = 0 and e* = ±1. The paths (B.4) are obtained by summing up such

single-instanton (e^ = 1) and anti-instanton (e^ = — 1) trajectories, as illustrated in

Fig. B.I.
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Figure B.l: Illustration of the paths (B.4) made up of instantons and anti-instantons.

In Fourier space, the expressions for the path (fi = (fi{ei,Ti} and its time derivative

dr(p become

(fi(uj) = j dTe-^(fi(T) = Y ae-^Mst^),

iuj(fi(u) = 5]eie-i^(ôT0inst)(u;)«27r^eie-iWT%

(B.5)

(B.6)

where the last identity in Eq. (B.6) is valid for u — 0, since in this case

JdTe-iuiT(dT(fiinst)(T) -> 27T. Substituting Eq. (B.6) into Eq. (B.l) and using

|0(o;)|2 = (p(bj)(p(—u) we obtain

e,-e"Sd = ^JduM(fi(u)\2 « «2 J ^Ye^e-^-r, = Jd^\Y
l3 3

(B.7)

By means of a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation we can express e
s° in

terms of a Gaussian integral over the auxiliary field 9. Completing the square in a

Gaussian integral, one finds

<ß fdxe-ax2+ibx = e-&. (B.8)

Applying this to e~s° gives, with Eq. (B.7) and b = ± £\ e^e""7*

= const J D«exp{- J^(-^L^)^+ ii-VJa^^))}

= const j D9exV[- J du-^\e(w)\"-i~Y.eSe^}- (R9'

-,—Sd
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Inserting Eq. (B.9) into Eq. (B.2) yields

/oo

-oo -T2

Dee-^-J^W6^Yvn *-•/ driYe~iT,5eAri)
n=0

^° J°
{ei}

/°°

pOO PT2 , s

Dee-^-a /*WIW £y" / drn ...
/ dn II (e*(Tj,) + e-ie(T^)

n=0
'o J°

i

/OO

ft /* «

Dfle-ià; /-MMPMI» YV^{2 dr <Q(r)))

= jDdexpi--^ !duj\uj\\9(u)\2 + 2y jdTcos(0(T))Y (B.10)

We therefore recover the action (2.60) with the replacements

a -> -, (B.ll)

Ej - 2y. (B.12)

The results of the RG-analysis in section 2.3.2 thus still apply and we conclude that

for - < 1, y decreases as the cutoff A decreases whereas for - > 1, y increases as the

cutoff A decreases. Since a large y corresponds to a large tunneling probability (see
Eq. (B.3)) it follows that the phase configurations (fi are localized (superconducting
junction) for a > 1 and delocalized (insulating junction) for a < 1.

Connecting the two analytical predictions for Ej <£ A and Ej 3> A one obtains

the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2.2.



Appendix C

Effective action for the single
electron box

In this appendix we derive the effective action for the single electron box from a

microscopic theory following Refs. [36, 34, 37]. The Hamiltonian H for the device

shown in Fig. 2.3 can be decomposed into four parts

H = HC + HL + HR + HT (C.l)

describing the capacitive energy (Hc), the electrons on the left and right of the

tunnel contact (Hl^r) and tunneling between the two sides (Ht). Let us denote by

CL(R),k the destruction operator for an electron with wave-vector k on the left (right)
side of the junction. In the following discussion we will ignore the electron spin,

which only affects the expression for the density of states. The four contributions in

Eq. (C.l) then take the following form:

• Capacitive energy (assuming no polarization charge, that is Vg = 0):

Hc = Ec((nL-nR)/2)2, (C.2)

with

nL{R) = Y CL(R),kCL(R),k> (C-3)
k

• Non-interacting electrons with dispersion

H2k2
= +Uk- fj,L<R (CA)

2m

on the left and right (Uk is the Fourier transform of the external potential

U(x)):

HL{R) = 2^ekriL{R)>k'1 (C-5)
k

• Tunneling term:

HT = YTwcUcw+h-c~ <c-6)
k,k'
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In the following we shall denote the one-particle states {L(R), k} of the system

using a collective index a. The state

|0> = exp [ - 5>Q4] |0) (C.7)
a

is a coherent state in Fock space (with vacuum state |0)) since it is an eigenstate to

all destruction operators,

Ca\(fi)=M<P)- (C8)

The (pa are elements of a Grassmann algebra:

{<fia,Cß} = {K,c]ß} = {<Pa,cß} = {<PlL,Jß} = 0, (C.9)

{(fi*,<fiß} = {KAß} = {<t>lA*ß} = o, (c.io)

d<fia(fia = / d(pa(pa = 1, (Cll)

fy„l= f d(Pal = 0. (C12)

This allows us to take into account the anti-commutation relations between ca and

c^ in a path integral formulation. Important properties of Grassmann variables and

the coherent states (C.7) are

(<P\iP) = e£.^, (C.13)

fUd^d^ae-^^^M = I, (C.14)

I' Y[d(pad(pae~^^^Ma^ = detM. (C.15)
J

a

Using the closure relation (C.14) and the fact that Grassmann numbers anti-

commute, we can express the partition function as

Z = Tre-^ = ^(7i|e-^|n)= /'n^#ae-^^a^(n|0)^|e-^|n)
n a n

= /"jJd^^e-S-O-^^e-^i^s jd(fi*d$e-**-*(-<fi\e-ßH\(fi). (C.16)
J

a

J

By repeatedly inserting relation (C.14) and introducing anti-periodic boundary con¬

ditions one obtains

fM-l
z = T[ d&d4e_i;"-**" e-^V^ole-^I^M-i) • • • (M^H\M

/M
M

J] df;4e_SJf=lU n^-l1 - (ßlM)H(c\c)\(fim-i)
77i=l m=l

/M[]C4e"i:=1&'*'"eE-lfe^-I^ifÄ'4-l)1. (C.17)
m=l
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In going from the first to the second line we approximated e~ mh « 1 — (ß/M)H
and in the last step used Eq. (C.8), which implies that (ip\H(rf,c)\(fi) = H(ifi,(p),
and Eq. (C.13). With j^ = At we find in the limit At —> 0 the following expression
for the exponent in Eq. (C.17):

Y AT[& •

0m "^ + ff(&, 4)] - jdT[MT)dJ(T) + H($*(t), $(t))}.
m=l

J

(C.18)
Returning back to the original notation, we can write the path-integral representa¬

tion of the partition function as

Z = Jm{R},k(r)VMR)Ar)e-S{r'*\ (C.19)

S[(fi*,cfi] = / dT\YMk(r)9rMk(r) + Y^R'k'^d^R'k'(rS)
Jo

k k<

+H((filiR)(r),MR)(r))l (C20)

Next, we would like to integrate out the Grassmann fields, but in order to do so, one

first has to get rid of the quartic contribution from the capacitive term, which can

be done using the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation. Completing the square in

a Gaussian integral, one finds

J^ j dxe~ax2+lbx = e-£. (C.21)

The capacitive contribution to the action can thus be rewritten as

e-S0ßdTEc{^(nL(r)-nR(rW = f
DV(T)e~ S° dT^V^-lV^\^M-»*M>]

( (C.22)

which yields an action S[(fi*, (p, V], which is quadratic in the Grassmann fields,

Z = jV(Pl(RU(T)VMR),k(r)VV(T)e-s^^, (C.23)

S[(fi*,(fi,V] = f dr[^ + J](Tfcfc,^fe(T)^)fc/(r) + (rw)*^(r)^)fc(r))
Jo c

k,k'

+Y <t>U(T)(dr + iV(r)/2 + ek)Mk(r)
k

+Y^RAr)(dr ~ iV(r)/2 + ek,)Mk>(r)]. (C.24)
k'

The ^-contributions in Eq. (C.24) can be written in matrix form as

V f dTdr'U* (t) Ô* (r'\) ( ~ö~^r\k'^ TLR(k,r\k>,T>) \(Mk(r)
ft]

^T(^fc(T),^ife,(T))
^ fRL{KrWy) _g-i{KtWjT/) ) [Mt<)

=M

(C.25)
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with elements

Gl]R(k,T\k',t') = 5Kk,8(T-T')(-dT-ek±(i/2)V(T)), (C.26)

fLR(k,T\k',T') = (fRL(k,T\k',T')y = Tkk,6(T-T'). (C.27)

Using Eq. (C.15), the identity det M = exp(Tr InM) and the above definition of M

we can now perform the integration over the Grassmann fields in Eq. (C.23), which

yields

Z = fw(T)e-^v\ (C.28)

rß 1

S[V] = / dT-~-V(t)2-Tt InM. (C.29)
Jo *Ec

In order to remove the V-dependence from the propagators (C.26) we introduce a

new variable 0 through

dT6(T) = V(t), (C.30)

and perform a unitary transformation which does not affect the trace in Eq. (C.29):

M = u~lMu, (C.31)

u = diag(eiâ^2,e-^T>/2). (C.32)

The new matrix

M - ( "Ally? -G$M«#) ) - -G» '<* ^'^ + T<*'* T''

(C.33)
can be decomposed into the diagonal part —Gö1 and off-diagonal part T, whose

elements are

G-L]R(k,T\k',T') = ôk,k,o(T~T')(-dT-ek), (C.34)

TLÄ(Ä:,T|fc',T') = (TRL(k,T\k',T')y = Tkk,e-ie^8(T-T'). (C.35)

We now expand In M to second order in T,

InM = ln(-Gö1+T) = ln(-Gö1(l-G0r)) = ln(-Go1) + ln(l-G'oT)

= ln(-0-GoT-^(G0T)2 + ... (C36)

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (C.36) adds a ^-independent constant,

which we shall ignore, and the trace of the second term gives zero. With the above

approximation and Eq. (C.30) we obtain

Z « fve(T)e~sW, (C.37)

m = rrfr4^^(T)2+^(GoT)2' (a38)
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Since (GoT)2 = diag(GLTLRGRTRL,GRTRLGLTLR), the trace in Eq. (C.38) is the

sum of the two contributions:

Tr(GoT)2 = TrlGlTLrGrTrL + TtrGrTrlGlTlr. (C.39)

We will now compute the second trace in Eq. (C.39) explicitly. Using

(k,T\GR\k',T') = GR(k,k',T-T') and (k,T\TLR\k',T') = Tkk,e~e^ô(T - t') one

finds, after inserting three closure relations,

TrRGRTRLGLTLR = j dTdT'drV Y GR(k,k',T ^T')(Tk>k,yei6^S(T' - t")
h if' y t'"

xGL(k", k'",T" - T"')Tklllke-iö^5(T'" - t)

= fdrdT' Y GR(k,k',T~T')(Tk,k„)*ei(>^
J 7- !„/ Uli I-///

k kf k" k"1

xGL(k",k'",T'-T)Tk,„ke-ieV.

Translational invariance implies [37]

G(k,k',T) = 5k,k,G(k,T),

and hence Eq. (C.40) simplifies to

(C.40)

(C.41)

TrRGRTRLGLTLR = f drdr'Y \Tk«\2GR(k, t - T>)GL(k>, t' - r)e^^-e^.
J

k,k'

(C.42)
Approximating |Tfcfc'|2 by an average over the Fermi-surface,

\Tkk,\2 « (\Tkk,\2), (C.43)

and expressing the sums over the wave-vectors by means of a density of states p(e),

U{k,T)^Ti
k

YG^T) *

T^w/^3^'^
= ^ jdtp(e)G(e,T), (C.44)

where Cl denotes the volume, one can express the trace (C.42) as

TrRGRTRLGLTLR = QLQR(\Tkk,\2 ) J dTdT'e^-6^ [JdepL(e)GL(e,T - t')

'

JdepR(e)GR(e,T'-T)]ei^'
')-Ö(r)) (C.45)

The integrals over e can be computed, if we replace the density of states by its value

at the Fermi energy and plug in the expression for the free Green's function [89],

C(f T\ - J -e(ß-T)l{*ßt + 1) r > 0,

^e'r;~\ e-Te/(e^ + l) r<0.
(C.46)
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Note that e has been defined relative to the chemical potential in Eq. (C.4), so that

e = 0 corresponds to the Fermi energy. One obtains

J dep(e)G(e,T) ^ p(0) J deG(e,r) = MVJj"{ffß)ry (C47)

and therefore (note the opposite signs of the T-arguments in the Green's functions)

TrRGRTRLGLTLR = ~nLnR(\Tkk,\2)pL(0)pR(0)

x
f drdr' ^Z^2 emr')-e{r)) {CA&\

XJ
dTdT

(Sm((*/ß)(r-T>)))2
lU48J

The second trace in Eq. (C.39) can be computed in a similar way, which finally

yields

^Tr(GoT)2 = -nLClR(\Tkk,\2)pL(0)pR(0)

x / dTdT'
,

(^(f)2 cos(0(t>) - 0(t)). (C.49)
J (sm((ir/ß)(T - t')))2

The tunneling resistance Rt is defined as [37, 36, 2]

-~^
= AnClLüR(\Tkk/\2)pL(0)pR(0). (C.50)

Combining Eqs. (C.38), (C.49) and (C.50) we thus obtain the effective action

(C.51)
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